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Introduction
GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc. (GZA) is pleased to present this statement of qualifications to the Great
Lakes Protection Fund focusing on our green infrastructure capabilities, experience, and innovations.
GZA approaches green infrastructure from a unique collaborative and holistic perspective by integrating
stormwater engineering with a strong attention to subsurface geotechnical properties, geologic
conditions, and the dynamics of surface water-groundwater interaction. This multi-disciplined approach
leads to more intelligent and sustainable green infrastructure designs, installation, and long-term
performance. Through our broad spectrum of disciplines involving biological assessments, wetlands
habitat, stream bank construction and stabilization, floating islands, and water quality improvement
measures combined with our consideration of chemical factors such as phosphate, nitrate, and chloride
loading and reduction measures, GZA is redefining best management practices (BMPs) in the region.
Through our broad-disciplined expertise combined with our geographic distribution, GZA is well
positioned throughout the Great Lakes region to support the goals and objectives of the Great Lakes
Protection Fund as it seeks to build on its previous successes to further develop meaningful green
infrastructure throughout the Great Lakes Basin.

Firm Overview
GZA is a full-service consulting firm established in 1964, providing environmental, natural resources
consulting, and geotechnical engineering services, including brownfield redevelopment, integrated
stormwater and green infrastructure design, comprehensive remedial investigation, and design and
construction management; regulatory compliance auditing; permitting and training; ecological and
human health risk assessments; and industrial hygiene services. Our combined staff of approximately
660 professionals operates out of 31 offices and includes environmental, chemical, civil, geotechnical,
and mechanical engineers, as well as geologists, hydrogeologists, chemists, toxicologists, biologists,
industrial hygienists, regulatory specialists, and other technical professionals.
Our more than 40,000 projects completed at GZA have taken place in all 50 states, as well as international
destinations. Our focus is to provide cost-effective, engineered solutions to environmental, hydrologic,
and geotechnical issues for our clients. To this end, we consider the total picture from our clients’
viewpoint, providing either an integrated scope of services or specialized programs to meet their needs.
Our specialty is responsiveness, integrity, quality, and development of innovative and pragmatic
solutions.

GZA’s Great Lakes Region
GZA’s Great Lakes region consists of offices that are positioned throughout the Great Lakes, including
the following locations:


Milwaukee, Wisconsin;



Brookfield, Wisconsin;



Oak Brook, Illinois;
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Minneapolis, Minnesota;



Livonia, Michigan;



Grand Rapids, Michigan;



Cincinnati, Ohio; and



Buffalo, New York.

The Great Lakes region has a combined staff of approximately 130 professionals consisting of civil,
geotechnical, environmental, and chemical engineers, as well as geologists, hydrologists,
hydrogeologists, chemists, biologists, toxicologists, certified industrial hygienists, ecologists, regulatory
specialists, and other technical professionals. Our Great Lakes senior technical staff have extensive
experience and have worked on projects in more than 35 states, most Canadian provinces, Mexico, Brazil,
and several other countries, and typically have 15 to more than 25 years of experience in the
environmental and geotechnical engineering fields.
GZA’s Great Lakes water practice, while being distributed throughout the Great Lakes region, is centered
in the Global Water Center in Milwaukee where collaborative water projects involving urban stormwater,
green infrastructure, watercourse engineering, and related services are performed. GZA has been
engaged in key urban transformation projects that have included the conversion of City brownfield
properties into a for-profit, urban farm with integrated green infrastructure and stormwater reuse.
Through our presence at the Global Water Center, GZA staff has regular engagement with activities and
emerging water innovations out of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee School of Freshwater
Sciences.
GZA often works cooperatively with other professionals, such as teaming partners, architects and
engineers, attorneys, lenders, other environmental consultants, community relations companies, and
contractors. We represent our clients effectively at public hearings and in negotiations with regulatory
agencies. We have developed and also maintain comprehensive programs for risk management, health
and safety training, and quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC), including an approved Quality
Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) with Region V of the United States Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA). We provide mandatory health and safety training, as well as medical monitoring for all staff
members who work with hazardous materials. Our QA/QC procedures include ongoing technical training
of personnel with senior staff involvement and review of every project.
To gain a better understanding of our firm, we provide the following comprehensive list of services
commonly performed by GZA:


Underground storage tank (UST) assessments, remediation, and site closure;



Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection (DATCP) Agricultural Spill
Cleanup Fund Program;



Wisconsin’s Dry Cleaner Economic Recovery Fund (DERF) Program;



Phase I and Phase II Environmental Site Assessments (ESAs);



Phase III remedial actions;
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Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) and Superfund corrective action and closure;



Mold characterization and mitigation;



Indoor air quality;



Asbestos and lead paint sampling and removal;



Remedial technologies;



Feasibility studies;



Brownfield redevelopment, including acquisition of redevelopment grants;



Site investigation and remediation under Wisconsin’s Voluntary Party Liability Exemption (VPLE)
Program;



Regulatory compliance, permitting, and waste minimization services;



Industrial hygiene services;



Landfill design and management;



Groundwater monitoring programs;



Remedial action design and construction services;



Wetlands/ecological assessments;



Environmental impact assessments;



Environmental safety training;



Construction management;



Shoreline erosion analyses and repair;



Computer groundwater analysis and modeling;



Brownfield redevelopment projects, including combined geotechnical and environmental
assessments and corrective action while working in conjunction with developers and architects;



Multi-media environmental compliance audits, compliance surveys, and strategic environmental
management systems; and



Geotechnical investigation and engineering.

Green Infrastructure Qualifications and Experience
GZA has provided green infrastructure concepts, designs, and maintenance for a variety of clients from
municipal entities to industry and transportation agencies. Project descriptions, provided in Appendix A,
describe bioswale, cistern, rainwater harvesting, filter strip, and rain garden experience.
As part of our contract with the Redevelopment Authority of the City of Milwaukee (RACM), GZA was
asked to help utilize a USEPA brownfield grant to transform a 1.5-acre former industrial facility within
the 30th Street Industrial Corridor into an urban farm. In light of the intended end-use, GZA prepared a
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remedial and green infrastructure stormwater
design that disposed of low-level polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and nonhazardous volatile organic compound (VOC)impacted soil, capped existing soils, and
managed stormwater runoff to be harvested in a
40,000-gallon underground cistern. The site’s
infrastructure was designed to easily monitor
stormwater runoff from the site’s green
infrastructure and separated farm fields; a topic
of high interest for state and local authorities
interested in future regulations regarding
agricultural stormwater runoff, as well as green
infrastructure flow monitoring and management
systems.

The plan incorporated a significant amount of collaborative design, diverse stakeholder input, and
permitting that resulted in a project that could be a model for environmental remediation, brownfield
redevelopment, community engagement, and green infrastructure. The site began farming operations
in June 2015, with a collaborative community and local government commemorative first planting and
green infrastructure installation event.
Stream bank erosion and nutrient loading are also issues within the Great Lakes watershed. For streams
within the basin, including those undergoing naturalization projects with removal of concrete, ensuring
the stabilization of the stream banks is essential. Water quality sampling presented related to green
infrastructure and natural resource activities has included total suspended solids, total nitrogen, and total
phosphorus levels that exceed USEPA water quality criteria at multiple locations throughout the
Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District (MMSD) planning area.

Case Study
The Case Study is based on our work with the Galesburg Sanitary District (GSD) in Galesburg, Illinois.
The GSD maintains a trickling filter system with a daily average flow of 11 million gallons per day (mgd)
and discharges to Cedar Creek. The GSD has combined sewer overflows (CSO) and has continued to
provide a variety of processes to reduce and treat CSOs plus in-stream treatment. In-stream treatment
includes the use of two ozone systems to supplement stream dissolved oxygen. Recently, under a Soil
and Water Conservation grant, GSD installed a “floating island” and implemented a streambank
stabilization project that used artificial substrate manufactured from Fiberbond.
Floating islands have been used in lagoons and retention ponds to reduce nutrients, but also provide
habitat to aquatic biota. A buoyant egg crate-shaped mat forms the basis of the floating island, which is
filled with a planting medium for long-rooted emergent aquatic plugs. The roots of the emergent aquatic
plants grow through the mat and into the water column allowing for an increase in nutrient uptake. The
roots, mat, and subsequent biofilm that forms work to trap suspended solids. The shading and root
growth of the floating island provide habitat to aquatic organisms, as well as amphibians and reptiles.
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The streambank stabilization project was conducted on Cedar Creek downstream of the GSD plant. The
banks of Cedar Creek had lost vegetation due to flash flooding that raised stream flow up the banks,
scouring vegetation from the side slopes. This called for the installation of the Fiberbond material, which
provided a stable planting medium for newly installed vegetation. Plants were installed into the material,
allowing for root growth into the native soil banks stabilizing the slopes.
In addition to an overview of the GSD case, the presentation will include background information on
floating islands, including materials, costs and construction, plant selection, siting and maintenance
requirements, and a summary of the effectiveness of floating islands for nutrient removal.

Project Descriptions
Project descriptions in the areas of green infrastructure, water resources, stormwater management, and
geotechnical services are provided in Appendix A.

Client-Oriented Problem-Solving Approach, An Example
One example of conflict occurred during the design of green infrastructure for I-294 related to satisfying
the demands of the adjacent property owner and environmental groups. Expanding Interstate 294 (I294) from six to eight lanes in Cook County required acquisition of land from the Forest Preserve District
of Cook County (FPDCC). The FPDCC was in the process of establishing stormwater runoff guidance, but
had not finalized any guidelines. The FPDCC was concerned about stormwater runoff quality onto its
property and relinquishing property. Huff & Huff (H&H), a subsidiary of GZA, was tasked with working
with FPDCC staff, environmental groups, and the Illinois Tollway to develop acceptable stormwater
treatment methods while limiting land requirements. Timing for reaching consensus was critical to
project construction, as the Cook County Board needed to approve the transfer or use of any FPDCC
lands prior to any construction.
To reach consensus, a series of workshops with the stakeholders were conducted. Several bioswale
design concepts over a 6-mile segment that were adapted to varying site conditions were proposed,
including high water table near streams, recreational areas, and presence of a State-listed endangered
snake (Massasauga). Additionally, the landscape design included limiting the percentage of invasive
species. Monitoring of vegetative goals over time was included in working with the environmental
groups and FPDCC. Transects of bioswales continue to be monitored and reported. A concept design
manual outlining designs, vegetative goals, and maintenance schedules for the bioswales was accepted
by both the environmental groups and FPDCC. Additionally, a groundwater and surface water
monitoring program was established to confirm stormwater quality treatment. Resolution was achieved
and the project was completed in 2009.
GZA and its subsidiary, H&H, have provided green infrastructure concepts and designs for a variety of
clients from municipal entities to industry and transportation agencies. The proposed presentation
focuses upon an option for stream bank stabilization and water quality improvement.
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Project Management Team Qualifications

The GZA project team includes a combination of engineers and biologists with the necessary expertise
to propose and design green infrastructure concepts. Additionally, because GZA staff truly appreciates
the value of green infrastructure, several staff members have not only designed these techniques, but
also have volunteered time to install and maintain several types of GI techniques.

Organization Chart
GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc.
Global Water Center
247 West Freshwater Way, Suite 542
Milwaukee, WI 53204

James F. Drought, P.H.
James E. Huff, P.E.

Kevin M. Hedinger

James C. Novak

John C. Osborne, P.G.

Design

Water Quality

Vegetation

Civil, Geotechnical, and
Hydrogeology

Lailah R. Reich
John H. Eisele, P.E.

Heidi A. Woelfel

Alycia A. Kluenenberg

Bernard G. Fenelon, P.G.

Jay W. Womack

Jesse D. Graham, P.E.

David P. Ruetz

Individual key personnel resumes can be found in Appendix B.

Qualifications and Experience
GZA provides a comprehensive suite of environmental and geotechnical services. The following
discussion focuses on our qualifications and experience in the technical practice areas specifically
requested in the Request for Proposal (RFP), as follows:


Phase I ESA;



Phase II ESA, site investigation, and characterization;



Phase III site remediation;



Pre-demolition facility assessments;



Asbestos and lead-based paint (LBP) abatement;



Natural resource management;
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Geotechnical services;



Shoreline and bluff erosion and recession analyses;



Stormwater management; and



General environmental regulatory services.

Our discussion of qualifications and experience also includes emphasis on other elements important to
the City of Milwaukee, including:


Experience and relationship with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR), the
Wisconsin Department of Health and Family Services (DHFS), and Federal environmental agencies;



Experience navigating clients through the requirements of DERF and VPLE Programs;



Brownfield redevelopment strategies and execution; and



GZA’s experience and success in seeking and obtaining financial assistance through State, Federal,
and other similar mechanisms that facilitate urban revitalization grant programs.

The key service lines and interest elements are addressed in the following sections.

Geotechnical Services
Our attention to subsurface characteristics, such a geotechnical properties of soils and subsoils, provided
enhanced green infrastructure designs with improved functionality and better anticipation of physical
performance issues. To provide some exposure to GZA’s breadth of geotechnical studies, we provide the
following descriptions of typical services provide by our geotechnical practice group:


Design of foundations;



Design of dewatering systems;



Embankment stability analyses;



Instrumentation programs;



Piles and caissons;



Shafts and tunnels;



Cofferdams;



Slope stability analysis;



Settlement analysis;



Soil compaction studies;



Pavement design;



Field testing;



Soil stabilization studies;
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Lateral support system design;



Liquefaction potential evaluation;



Impermeable liner selection;



Soil and water sampling programs; and



Seepage analyses.

Our Great Lakes staff also provides construction services that include:


Earthwork QC;



Construction management;



Resident engineering;



Site engineering;



Foundation load testing;



Material testing;



Ground exploration and in-situ testing services; and



Construction monitoring.

Our staff has experience and engineering expertise in geotechnical site investigations, development,
expansion, closure, and post-closure monitoring of landfills. Additionally, GZA’s Great Lakes offices have
provided design and laboratory services associated with natural and man-made liners, leachate
collection systems, capping alternatives, stability, and construction/remediation monitoring. For your
familiarization, the following provides a general overview of the geotechnical engineering services
routinely performed by our Great Lakes staff:


Soil Engineering. Soil engineering involves evaluating soil behavior under the influence of both
natural and man-made physical processes. We provide a wide variety of soil engineering services and
the Great Lakes offices currently have many soils engineers on staff. These engineering professionals
have received Bachelor and Master’s degrees in civil engineering and have specialized in
geotechnical, soils, and foundation engineering. Our geotechnical engineers are Registered
Professional Engineers (P.E.s) or Engineers-in-Training (E.I.T.s) in several states.



Site Investigation Expertise. We routinely complete site and subsurface investigations for foundation
engineering projects. The investigations can include site history research, soil and rock borings, test
pit explorations, collecting undisturbed soil samples, soil engineering studies, geologic mapping,
groundwater level measurement, and prediction of aquifer flow characteristics. Geotechnical and
geological data obtained during these investigations provide important information regarding
proper building siting and foundation design criteria.



Foundation Design Expertise. We have considerable experience in the analysis and design of both
shallow and deep foundations and take into consideration such foundation engineering issues as soil
type and composition; compressibility of soils and fill; chemical analysis of fill; building settlement
potential; site stability criteria; seepage studies; erosion studies; and effects of construction on
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surrounding structures. We have expertise in the design of varied foundation types, including piles,
footings, caissons, compacted fill, pre-load/surcharge and mats. In addition, we can provide
specification development and construction monitoring.
Dam/Flood Control Structure Investigation, Design and Repair Expertise. Our multi-disciplinary
professionals are experienced in the aspects of geotechnical and hydrologic investigations, and
design and repair for flood control structures. In addition, company-wide, GZA has performed
analysis, design, and construction observation services on more than 300 dams in the United States.
We have extensive experience in performing dam safety inspections and stability evaluations and in
providing remedial recommendations through several contracts with the United States Army Corps
of Engineers (USACE), State, and local agencies and private owners.
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APPENDIX A
Project Descriptions

GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc.
Global Water Center
247 W. Freshwater Way
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204
262-764-2560

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Green Infrastructure

Project Experience:
CLIENT:
Redevelopment Authority of the City of
Milwaukee (RACM)
LOCATION:
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
SERVICES:
Soil Remediation and Green
Infrastructure Design and Installation
PROJECT LENGTH:
Initial Project Planning began in 2008,
remedial planning and final site design
finished in 2014/ 2015 with
construction in the summer of 2015

HIGHLIGHTS


Creatively redeveloped a blighted
environmentally impacted site into a
model for brownfield redevelopment



Engaged a diverse stakeholder group
and invited many non-traditional
partners to participate in the site’s
redevelopment, increasing the
magnitude of the project and raising
significant funds from alternative
sources.



Designed and installed a 40,000-gallon
underground cistern to collect and
reuse stormwater for irrigating the
site’s urban farm fields.

30th Street Farm

The Redevelopment Authority of the City of Milwaukee (RACM) approached GZA
to help utilize an EPA brownfield redevelopment grant to transform a 1.5-acre
former industrial facility within the 30th Street Industrial Corridor into an urban
farm. In light of the intended end-use, GZA prepared a remedial and green
infrastructure stormwater design that disposed of low level polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) and non-hazardous volatile organic compound (VOC)impacted soil, capped existing soils, and managed stormwater runoff to be
harvested in a 40,000-gallon underground cistern. The site’s infrastructure was
designed to easily monitor stormwater runoff from the site’s green infrastructure
and separated farm fields; a topic of high interest for state and local authorities
interested in future regulations regarding agricultural stormwater runoff as well as
green infrastructure flow monitoring and management systems.
The plan incorporated a significant amount of collaborative design, diverse
stakeholder input, and permitting that resulted in a project that could be a model
for environmental remediation, brownfield redevelopment, community
engagement, and green infrastructure. The site began farming operations in June
of 2015, with a collaborative community and local government commemorative
first planting and green infrastructure installation event.

GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc.

GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc.
Global Water Center
247 W. Freshwater Way
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204
262-764-2560

Project Experience:

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

I-90/IL 47 Green Interchange – Huntley, Illinois

Huff & Huff, Inc. a Subsidiary of GZA assisted the Illinois Tollway with the unique challenge of developing a “green” interchange so that a
variety of sustainable concepts could be evaluated for incorporation into future designs. The Illinois Tollway has incorporated some
sustainable practices in recent designs; however, certain technologies had not been implemented, as there was no assurance that those
concepts would be feasible for small-scale or large-scale projects. In a sense, the Illinois Route 47 Interchange was a “prototype”
project, allowing the environmental benefits, economic benefits, and longer-term costs to be evaluated for these sustainable concepts.
The process of selecting sustainable concepts
included screening a variety of design
features, developing life cycle assessments
and assessing their feasibility.
Designing this interchange was an
opportunity to apply a diverse array of
sustainable concepts, and beyond that, the
ongoing evaluation process gathered data on
the benefits and challenges of maintaining
such systems. Monitoring of energy usage
and water quality in the storm water
discharges provide data for performance
evaluation and allow adaptive management
of the sustainable practices. The practicability
of green infrastructure, from concept to design to operation, is important so that designs can continue to be adapted and improved.
Data from this site will be used to enhance future design elements of the Illinois Tollway’s ongoing infrastructure improvement program.
The sustainable features installed resulted in a savings of 34,000 pounds of carbon dioxide (greenhouse gases) per year at this
interchange due to the use of geothermal energy for the control building (and other features, such as the use of LED lighting), and
monitoring of storm events has shown a significant reduction in suspended solids and heavy metals concentrations and corresponding
improvement to water quality. This project provides the Tollway both a qualitative and quantitative assessment that demonstrates the
implemented concepts achieve the desired goal of creating a “green” and sustainable interchange that will be a useful model to the
Tollway for future projects. Additionally, this project received recognition in winning the 2015 ACEC Illinois Engineering Excellence
Honor Award.

Project Experience: Stream

Bank Stabilization & Floating Islands – Galesburg, Illinois
HIGHLIGHTS


Completed erosion control design and
stream bank re-vegetation



Used Fiberbond technology to stabilize
stream banks of Cedar Creek for the
Galesburg Sanitary District and allow for
successful re-vegetation. An in-stream
floating island feature was also created.



Installed synthetic floating mats with
aquatic plants used for nutrient removal in
slow flowing water. These floating islands
also provide habitat for fish and aquatic
animals, as well as trap fine suspended
particulates to improve water quality.
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GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc.
Global Water Center
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Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Project Experience:

I-294 Bioswales – Cook County, Illinois

In 2007, the Tollway tasked Huff & Huff (H&H) with development of a stormwater management system of bioswales that offset the use
of 16 acres of Forest Preserve District of Cook County (FPDCC) lands, improved water quality, established methods of evaluating
effectiveness, and could receive approval of the FPDCC Board in less than three months. This system was developed with input from
stakeholder groups: the FPDCC staff, federal and state resource agencies, environmental groups, and Tollway staff.
CLIENT:
Illinois Tollway
LOCATION:
Cook County, Illinois
SERVICES:
Stormwater management plan and
design, bioswale research, water
quality investigations, and
development of various bioswale
designs
PROJECT LENGTH:
2007 to 2008
RECOGNITION:
2008 ACEC Illinois Engineering
Excellence Honor Award

The bioswale design study is a first in terms of its magnitude (six miles), its use of
consensus process, establishment of performance measures, methods for analyzing
effectiveness, and a maintenance plan. The project area also encompassed known
habitat for the Massasauga Rattlesnake (Sistrurus catenatus), a federal species of
concern, and a state endangered species. The US Fish & Wildlife Service and the
Illinois Department of Natural Resources were important stakeholders in the project
and the bioswale designs were developed to improve habitat conditions yet
discourage the migration of snakes towards the highway.
The implementation of bioswales provides an important sustainable solution in the
following ways:
 A greater portion of the stormwater runoff will now infiltrate to the
groundwater table, recharging the groundwater system.
 Plant diversity in the area currently receiving stormwater will be
substantially increased.
 Plant density and the swale design will reduce sediment reaching the
receiving stream thus, improving water quality.

These benefits will not only
accrue to the forest
preserve but also provide a
positive benefit to the Des Plaines River watershed, which drains approximately
400 square miles of land in the project area. This includes urban areas and
FPDCC lands adjacent to sections of the waterway. The proposed project is an
example of methods to improve storm water quality, which is an important
environmental goal of the watershed. Improved water quality is one step
toward the goal of greater aquatic and recreational use of the watershed.
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE

414-531-2539

Coastal Erosion Evaluation and Protection
GZA has a wealth of experience in shoreline erosion and
coastal resiliency along Lake Michigan. GZA is a leader in
local coastal services and offers expertise from
geotechnical bluff stability evaluation, coastal protection
structure design and evaluations, wave modeling, and
bathymetric surveying. Through our various practice
areas, we have gained the respect of the regulatory
community for the impartial and high quality of services
provided by our firm.

Bluff Slope Failure
(Ozaukee County)

Recent changes in the Lake Michigan
water levels have led to destabilization
along the Lake Michigan shoreline since
April 2019.
Based on information
obtained by the United States Army Corps
of Engineers (USACE), Lake Michigan
water levels today are nearly 4 inches
above the lake stage in September 2019,
and reached stages nearing all-time record highs throughout the summer of 2020. More importantly, the nearshore effects
on coastal erosion on protected and unprotected shorelines will continue well into and perhaps beyond 2020. An illustration
of water levels and projections provided by the USACE is presented below:
Failed Revetment and
Bluff Slope
(Milwaukee County)
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We recently completed a coastal resiliency
Overtopped and Collapsed
asset evaluation for Milwaukee County and
Breakwater
are completing other coastal and off-shore
(Milwaukee County)
engineering evaluations along Lake Michigan.
The Milwaukee County resiliency asset
evaluation consisted of GZA engineers visiting
and documenting the condition of Milwaukee
County’s coastal breakwaters, bulkheads,
revetments, and beaches. GZA’s evaluation
included structures located at prominent
public parks such as downtown Milwaukee’s
McKinley Park and Marina, Bayview’s South Shore Park, and South Milwaukee’s Grant Park. The GZA final report will be used
to allocate funds toward the repair and replacement of those structures in need.

GZA Engineer Conducting
Bathymetry Survey Via Kayak
(Ozaukee County)

Our typical coastal assessment includes evaluating the
condition of existing shoreline protection, reviewing
historical data, performing bathymetric surveys via boat
or kayak, evaluating the coastal site setting and metocean
buoy data, and creating shoreline protection
recommendations and designs. We have performed this
type of coastal assessment for projects ranging from
small-scale residential sites on the order of 100 linear feet
of shoreline to large-scale publicly owned sites on the
order of 10,000+ feet of shoreline.
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Geotechnical Services

Project Experience:
CLIENT:
Irgens Development, LLC.
LOCATION:
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
SERVICES:
Geotechnical Engineering – insitu soil pressuremeter testing
PROJECT LENGTH:
October 2012 - Present

HIGHLIGHTS


Provided engineering support for a
17-story building in downtown
Milwaukee.



Provided geotechnical evaluation
and design of mat foundation.



Estimated savings of $500,000 vs.
conventional pile foundations

833 East Development

This project consists of a multi-tenant office tower with four levels of parking (three
above and one below grade), a galleria at lobby level and 13 stories of office above.
The planned construction will be concrete and steel framing. The Site is located in
the southeast quadrant of the intersection of North Cass Street and East Michigan
Street at 833 East Michigan Street in a commercial area in downtown Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. Previous studies conducted at the Site had considered the use of pile
foundations which resulted in higher building costs. GZA’s experience on many
projects has shown that conventional laboratory tests only approximate the actual
strength and settlement characteristics of soil and/or bedrock and that in-situ
pressuremeter testing allows a better assessment of the actual parameters.
Through the use of in-situ pressuremeter testing, GZA was able to evaluate the use
of a mat foundation as a viable foundation alternative for the project.
Based on the results of the in-situ testing and analysis, the proposed structure will
be supported by a combination of continuous perimeter strip footings, isolated
interior columns and a mat foundation core.
It is estimated that the use of a mat foundation core will result in significant
design/construction savings relative to the use of pile foundations.
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Project Experience:

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

North End Riverwalk - Milwaukee, WI

As part of redeveloping a former tannery into a mixed use residential/commercial
development, the Milwaukee Riverwalk was extended through the North End
development. This vital section of the Riverwalk connects the previously completed
sections to the south with the Milwaukee River Trail to the north. GZA was asked to
develop a design to protect the existing
bulkhead wall and the proposed
extension from the loads that would be
imposed during construction and later
when fire trucks required access to
Riverwalk. GZA provided a geosynthetic
wrap design for the backfill materials
along the Riverwalk with the space
between the soil and the wall filled with
EPS GeoFoam.

HIGHLIGHTS


Brownfield reclamation of an
industrial Site along the Milwaukee
River.



Provides a vital link between the
Riverwalk and the Milwaukee River
Trail.



Redesign of bulkhead backfill to
reduce pressures.



GZA involved in construction
observation.



Project Experience:

Lighthorse 4041 - Shorewood, WI

This project consists of a multiHIGHLIGHTS
use
development
with
 Multi-story, mixed used
underground parking, first
development in an exciting
floor retail, and four stories of
community on the north side of
apartments on one parcel of
Milwaukee.
the site. A three story parking
garage was constructed on the
 Provided environmental and
second parcel to provide
geotechnical evaluation of the
parking for nearby businesses.
property.
The Site is located at 4041
Oakland
Avenue
in
 Design included a cut and cover
Shorewood, Wisconsin. GZA
tunnel between portions of the
provided environmental and
development.
geotechnical evaluation services in support of the development. The environmental

services consisted of a Phase I and Phase II evaluation of the property. Geotechnical
engineering services included foundation design, recommendations for temporary and permanent excavation support systems,
underpinning of adjacent structures, groundwater control systems, pavement design and evaluation of GeoFoam fill. By combining
geotechnical and environmental services, GZA was able to add value to an exciting development in the Shorewood neighborhood.

Project Experience:

Center and Buffum Street Housing Development - Milwaukee, WI

HIGHLIGHTS


Brownsfield reclamation of several
parcels in Milwaukee.



GZA involved with environmental
and geotechnical evaluation of the
property.

Heartland Housing is planning to develop several parcels in Milwaukee, Wisconsin into
affordable housing. The proposed development includes a 3-story, multi-family
residential building with a playground area and parking. GZA provided geotechnical and
environmental services in support of the development. Environmental services at the
Site included conducting a Phase I and Phase II environmental assessment. In addition,
GZA developed a remedial action plan to facility proper management of soils during
construction. Geotechnical engineering services included foundation, retaining wall and
pavement design recommendations. Recommendations were also provided for helical
piers and over-excavation to address soft soils at the site.

GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc.

GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc.
Global Water Center
247 W. Freshwater Way
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204
262-764-2560

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Stormwater Management

Project Experience:

CLIENT:
Confidential Industrial Aggregate
Supplier
LOCATION:
Northwestern Wisconsin
SERVICES:
Civil, Structural, Environmental,
Geotechnical, Industrial, and
Stormwater Engineering –
Construction Management
PROJECT LENGTH:
Winter 2013 - Fall 2014

HIGHLIGHTS


Designed and oversaw construction
of stormwater Best Management
Practices (BMPs).



Improved stormwater quality before
discharging to the Mississippi River.



Inter-office collaboration.



Creative stormwater planning and
management.



Proactive client communication and
project management.



Design and construction
management.

Industrial Stormwater
Management

This project came to GZA while a Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure
(SPCC) Plan was in works. GZA surveyed the site and identified multiple conditions
with the site that lead to a high sediment load of sand to the Mississippi River during
storm events. Pre-existing conditions at the site included sandy dirt roads which
discharged into the Mississippi River. Stormwater improvements at the site were not
designed to improve sediment discharge to the Mississippi River. The mine invested
significant capital in improvements to add a stormwater management system that will
reduce the sediment loading from the site to the Mississippi River. The following are
site improvements GZA implemented to reduce sediment loadings to the Mississippi
River: paving the haul road, adding stormwater catch basins, two stormwater
detention ponds, and sediment traps utilized as a tire clean off for loaders. This site
is a rare case where increasing the site’s imperviousness improved the environmental
impact of the site. Flat real estate was minimal which made the design difficult.
Space for contractors was restricting due to the steep slopes and highly erodible
slopes. Creative solutions were used in the design and installation of the stormwater
BMPs. GZA completed WDNR and local permitting, design work, and hydraulic
modeling. Contractor management was provided to our client during critical stages
of the project.

Newly installed road inside the mine portal

Installation of stormwater BMPs

GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc.

GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc.
Global Water Center
247 W. Freshwater Way
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204
262-764-2560

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Project Experience: Badger – Milwaukee, WI
Among other industrial activities, the Badger project site was
formally used to manufacture batteries for several decades,
while the surrounding Riverwest residential community
began to grow up around it. After years of environmental
investigation, GZA designed a remedial solution for the site
that encompassed excavation of impacted soils, installation
of a “green” remediation alternative to biologically reduce
remaining impacts, and installation of a clean fill cap. The
project was ultimately designed to be used by the local
community as a new Milwaukee County Dog Park. During the
planning of the project, GZA created the necessary City of
Milwaukee stormwater pollution reduction plans and
managed with the earthwork contractor the construction
pollution reduction strategies. GZA’s whole system approach
not only alleviated environmental concerns for our client, but also reduced the overall cost of remediation by over $100,000 through the
careful design and management of our green remediation alternative. The project’s true success not only came from saving the client
money, but also by improving the local community through replacing an industrial property with a very much desired community
recreational green space.

Project Experience: Legacy – Milwaukee, WI
GZA worked with the Redevelopment Authority of the City of Milwaukee
and Stormwater Management Departments to plan the excavation of
environmentally-impacted soils from a 3.5-acre site in the City of
Milwaukee. The project included stripping the site of existing impervious
surfaces, removing the impacted soils, and importing clean topsoil
effectively removing sources of stormwater runoff pollution while
providing an environmentally sound site for redevelopment. GZA
successfully guided the project through the storm water management
planning, regulatory approval process and construction implementation.

Project Experience:

Algae for Biofuel Project – Wooster, Ohio

HIGHLIGHTS


Designed and oversaw
construction of an
experimental algae for
biofuel research facility



Used innovative
graphics and design
techniques to assist in
regulatory approval
and construction.



Designed and built a
low cost and timely
project that
accommodated the
needs of project
stakeholders.

CLIENT:
Touchstone Research Laboratory
LOCATION:
Wooster, Ohio
SERVICES:
Civil, Structural, Environmental,
Geotechnical, Industrial, Process,
and Stormwater Engineering –
air quality control, construction
management, facility and data
collection design
PROJECT LENGTH:
Winter 2010 – Spring 2012

GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc.

GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc.
Global Water Center
247 W. Freshwater Way
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204
262-764-2560

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Water Resources

Project Experience:

CLIENT:
Touchstone Research Laboratory
LOCATION:
Wooster, Ohio
SERVICES:
Civil, structural, environmental,
geotechnical, industrial, process
and stormwater engineering – Air
quality control, construction
management, facility and data
collection design
PROJECT LENGTH:
Winter 2010 – Spring 2012

HIGHLIGHTS


Designed and oversaw construction
of an experimental algae for biofuel
research facility.



Used innovative graphics and design
techniques to assist in regulatory
approval and construction.



Designed and built a low cost and
timely project that accommodated
the needs of project stakeholders.

Algae for Biofuel Project

As part of the Department of Energy’s (DOE) search for viable alternative fuel sources,
GZA-Waukesha and our client, Touchstone Research Labs, designed and built an
experimental algae for biofuel facility in northeastern Ohio. The primary research
objective was to test our client’s unique Phase Change Material’s (PCM) ability to
enhance the cultivation of hydrocarbon rich algae. Secondary project objectives also
incorporated the capture of CO2 from a commercial greenhouse’s coal-fired boiler,
non-solvent based extraction of hydrocarbon lipids, and biogas generation from
residual algae biomass at the University of Ohio’s local anaerobic digester facility.
GZA-Waukesha provided our client full-service engineering support throughout the
project’s design, construction and initial operational phases, ultimately bringing the
project to completion on time and under budget. Among the many engineering
services GZA provided, facility design and storm water management were crucial to
the project’s early successes. The site was located on a flat, fallow section of farm
land, bisected by a buried high pressure gas line. GZA was able to design the facility
and storm water management system around the difficult site while also providing
the construction management and post-construction best management practices
necessary for regulatory approval.

Proposed Drainage

GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc.

GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc.
Global Water Center
247 W. Freshwater Way
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204
262-764-2560

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Project Experience: High

Capacity Well Modeling
& Legislation - Wisconsin

At the request of agricultural industry in Wisconsin, GZA utilized the United States
Geological Survey (USGS) software, the USGS Groundwater Toolbox
(http://water.usgs.gov/ogw/gwtoolbox/), to download and analyze streamflow
data collected by The USGS at select gaging stations located in Wisconsin. Daily
streamflow data, flow duration curves, and streamflow statistics such as Q90 and
7Q10 were obtained for the select gaging stations, where streamflow data are
available. The daily streamflow data were compared to the Q90 and 7Q10, and
were used to support and advance legislation relating to the use, permitting, and
transfer of high-capacity wells.

Project Experience: Alternative

Water Supply Evaluation to Lake Michigan
Diversion Request – Waukesha, WI
The City of Waukesha (City) submitted an Application for Lake Michigan
Supply to the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) in May
2010, proposing to use Lake Michigan water with return flow to meet its long
range water supply planning needs. The application was based on the City’s
eligibility for a new Great Lakes diversion with return flow in accordance with
the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River Basin Water Resources Compact. GZA was
retained to evaluate a local groundwater water supply alternative for the City
of Waukesha, using the United States Geological Survey (USGS) Fox River
model (http://pubs.usgs.gov/sir/2012/5108/) (Feinstein et al, 2012), which
was implemented in USGS’s MODFLOW-NWT with the use of Environmental
Simulations Inc.’s software, Groundwater Vista Version 6.

Project Experience:

Wetland Delineation – Central Illinois
HIGHLIGHTS


Provided wetlands delineation/ assessments
of proposed mine expansion properties to
assist in acquisition and property
management planning.



Created storm water management plans for
mining activities including berm restoration,
stream crossings and creation of lake habitats.



Developing a future reclamation plan to
create a “two-story” lake for cold and warm
fish species after mining operations have
terminated at the sandstone pit.

GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc.

Advancing Green Infrastructure in the Great Lakes Basin
Great Lakes Protection Fund
Updated June 8, 2021

Proactive by Design
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James F. Drought, P.H.
Principal Hydrogeologist/Vice President
Education

Summary of Experience

B.S., Physical Geography and Biology,
Carroll College, 1982

As Principal Hydrogeologist and Vice President at GZA, Mr. Drought is responsible for
the development, management, and execution of the following services for the oil and
gas, utility, manufacturing, retail, local and state government, and legal sectors
throughout the United States:

M.S., Contaminant Hydrogeology and
Geosciences, University of Wisconsin‐
Milwaukee, 1999



Hydrogeological evaluation and well design;



Shoreline erosion and bluff recession;



Surface water and groundwater evaluations;

Areas of Specialization



Regulatory affairs and environmental advocacy;






Soil and groundwater investigation and remediation;



Brownfield redevelopment and financing;



Fixed‐price contracting, liability transfer, and 468B environmental trust; and



Litigation support and expert testimony.

Licenses & Registrations
Professional Hydrologist, #45‐111









Aquifer Characterization
Surface and Groundwater
Interactions
Great Lakes Hydrology, Coastal
Erosion, and Bluff Recession
Fate, Transport, and Remediation
of Chlorinated and Petroleum
Hydrocarbons
Fixed‐Price, Liability Transfer,
Environmental Trusts, and Insured
Remediation Services
Brownfield Remediation,
Redevelopment, and Financing
Litigation Support and Testimony
Real Property Due Diligence
State and Federal Regulatory
Compliance

Relevant Project Experience
Nitrate Evaluation in Drinking Water Aquifer, Agricultural, and Dairy Operations ‐
Juneau and Wood Counties, Wisconsin. Project Director (2019 to Present) for the
evaluation of nitrogen‐affected soils and groundwater in an active litigation case
involving operators of long‐term agricultural and dairy operations. The services
included an analysis of nutrient loading rates, nitrate partitioning and leaching,
temporal soil and groundwater sampling, private well sampling, hydraulic modeling of
an unconsolidated aquifer, solute transport modeling. Aquifer restoration and point‐
of‐use treatment was also evaluated.
Milwaukee County Coastal Resiliency ‐ Milwaukee County, Wisconsin. Project
Director (2019 to 2020) for the coastal engineering inventory, evaluation, and
assessment of County‐owned assets located along the Lake Michigan shoreline in
Milwaukee County, Wisconsin. With the increase in Lake Michigan water levels and the
increased frequency and magnitude of recent storm events, many of these assets
experienced accelerated degradation and/or increased risk of maintenance and repair.
As part of Milwaukee County’s ongoing maintenance and inventory work, the services
included conducting an inventory, vulnerability assessment, and risk assignment of 30
County‐owned assets. A web‐based GIS database was created of the various assets,
which included photographs, an existing condition assessment, and initial vulnerability
and risk assessments to Milwaukee County.
2020 Coastal Assessment and Engineering Design Services ‐ Southeastern
Wisconsin. Project Director (2020 to Present) for approximately 30 coastal
engineering and design projects for residential and commercial properties along Lake
Michigan in Southeastern Wisconsin. Project activities include a site reconnaissance to
observe erosional scour and bluff recession, topographic and bathymetric surveys,
wave runup analyses to confirm wave elevations during different storm events, and
preparation and regulatory permitting of alternative designs for shoreline protection.
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Services include monthly meetings with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) Water Resources Engineer to
discuss coastal engineering design and permitting projects. Several of the projects also include geotechnical explorations and slope
stability analyses for bluff stablization in addition to shoreline protection.
Former Metal Technology (Briggs and Stratton) Foundry ‐ West Allis, Wisconsin. Project Director (2013 to 2016). This work
included investigation, remediation, closure, and light‐manufacturing redevelopment of the former Briggs and Stratton and Metal
Technology foundry. Services performed included support in the sale and redevelopment of the facility to Midwest Rail and
Demolition, which was facilitated with the innovative Remedial Action Plan (RAP), and subsequently to the City of West Allis for
redevelopment. The site was featured in the December 2013 issue of WDNR’s RR Report.
Wisconsin Potato and Vegetable Growers Association (WPVGA) ‐ Antigo, Wisconsin. Project Director (2015 to Present). GZA
was retained in 2015 by WPVGA to provide hydrogeologic support and validation of the MODFLOW groundwater modeling
underway by the Wisconsin Geologic and Natural History Survey (WGNHS) of the Little Plover River Watershed, and also to provide
environmental advocacy of the WPVGA with local, state, and federal units and agencies of government. Given the existing and
pending economic and regulatory uncertainty, GZA has provided the following value and certainty to WPVGA:


Understanding of and alternatives to reduce the cumulative impacts of pumping on drawdown, nearby wells and connected
surface water features;



Facilitating the permitting and optimization of high‐capacity wells;



Development of water quality stewardship practices and sustainable irrigation methods;



Evaluation of the potential application of groundwater management districts for the management of surface water and
groundwater; and



Technical advocacy and representation of member interest on groundwater resources, environmental compliance, and
permitting.

Titletown Site Engineering and Development ‐ Green Bay, Wisconsin. Project Director (2014 to Present). The work consisted of
developing and executing comprehensive environmental, geotechnical, and site civil engineering services for the Green Bay
Packers for the redevelopment of the 24‐acre Titletown Development located west of Lambeau Field. The proposed development
plan was to create a year‐round destination for visitors and residents of Green Bay consisting of retail and commercial structures.
The conceptual design consisted of phases of development. Phase I began in 2015, and included construction of a six‐ or seven‐
story, five‐star hotel, health spa, health and sport center, micro‐brewery, and multi‐level parking garage on the northeastern
portion of the site. Parking and seasonal kiosks will be developed on the northern portion of the site, adjacent to Lombardi Avenue.
A central plaza (esplanade) and public area will offer seasonal recreational amenities to visitors.
Groundwater Modeling Evaluation, Waukesha Water Supply Alternatives ‐ Waukesha, Wisconsin. Project Director (2014 to
Present). The City of Waukesha (“City”) submitted an Application for Lake Michigan Supply to the WDNR in May 2010, proposing
to use Lake Michigan water with return flow to meet its long‐range water supply planning needs. The Application was based on the
City’s eligibility for a new Great Lakes diversion with return flow in accordance with the Great Lakes‐St. Lawrence River Basin Water
Resources Compact (“Compact”). The Application assumed an average water demand of 10.1 million gallons per day (mgd) and a
peak water demand of 16.7 mgd. GZA was retained to perform performed modeling scenarios using the United States Geological
Survey (USGS) Fox River model (Feinstein et al, 2012), which was implemented in USGS’s MODFLOW‐NWT with the use of
Environmental Simulations Inc.’s software, Groundwater Vista Version 6, to evaluate the drawdown and base flow reduction in the
shallow aquifer for Alternatives 1A and 1B, as follows:
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Alternatives
1A
(Average 10.1 mgd)
1B
(Average 8.5 mgd)

Water Sources
Deep Confined Aquifer
Shallow Aquifer
Fox River Alluvium
Deep Confined Aquifer
Shallow Aquifer
Fox River Alluvium

Average Water Demand (mgd)
6.2
1.4
2.5
5.7
1.0
1.8

Supply Facilities
Existing 7 Wells
Existing 3 Wells (Well Nos. 11‐13)
10 New Riverbank Inducement (RBI) Wells
Existing 7 Wells
Existing 3 Wells (Well Nos. 11‐13)
10 New RBI Wells

Royster Clark Agricultural Processing Brownfield Site ‐ Madison, Wisconsin. Project Director (2013 to 2014). This work included
investigation, remediation, and mixed‐use redevelopment of the site. The investigation activities consisted of the advancement
and sampling of deep piezometers in the sandstone bedrock above the confining Eau Claire shale unit using dual‐tube drilling
methods to define the extent of ammonia and nitrates. The NR 726 closure included modeling of retarded flow and multivariate
statistics and regression analyses. The site was featured in the December 2013 issue of WDNR’s RR Report.
Former Entergy, Inc. Facility ‐ Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Project Director (2013 to 2014). The work included soil and groundwater
investigation and interim actions to facilitate preparation of an amended Voluntary Remedial Action Plan (VRAP) for submittal to
the Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality (LDEQ) under the RECAP program. The 6‐acre site was utilized as a lumber
and coal yard in the early 1900s, an electrical generating facility from 1916 until the 1940s, and an electrical substation from the
1940s to the 1960s. The VRAP facilitated the acquisition and development of the site by the East Baton Rouge Redevelopment
Authority.
190‐Acre Parcel ‐ Lake Charles, Louisiana. Project Director (2012 to 2014). This work included the investigation, remediation,
construction, and industrial redevelopment for acquisition and development by G2X Energy, Inc. for use as an E‐85 gasoline
production facility. The site had historically been used for the deposition of maintenance‐dredged materials from a turning basin
created from the Calcasieu River. The investigation and remediation activities were conducted under the RECAP and Voluntary
Party remediation requirements of LDEQ. The No Further Action letter issued by the LDEQ in October 2013, facilitated wetland
mitigation, earthwork, and remedial construction services. The construction services included air permitting, natural resources,
and earthwork services.
Tilot Oil, LLC vs. BP Products North America, Inc., Case No. 09‐CV‐210‐JPS. Retained as an expert for the plaintiff in 2007, for
the investigation and remediation of separate‐phase product emanating from an adjacent and upgradient bulk petroleum facility in
Green Bay, Wisconsin. Services included soil, groundwater, soil‐gas, and ambient air sampling, evaluation of barrier wall remedial
technologies, preparation of expert reports, depositions, mediation, and trial support, and meetings with the regulatory agency and
responsible party. The case settled in 2012, and lead to a settlement for the plaintiff, which was used, in part, to complete an
extensive soil and groundwater remediation project.
16‐Acre Property Owned by Kaukauna Utilities Adjacent to the Fox River ‐ Appleton, Wisconsin. Project Director for the fixed‐
price remediation and liability transfer of chromium (III and VI) and sulfate‐affected soils, bedrock, and groundwater on the
property. The RAP was submitted to and approved by the WDNR in February 2007, approximately 60 days following contract
completion. The active remediation activities were completed in November and December 2008, following WDNR approval of the
remedial strategy in October 2008. The closure documents were submitted to the WDNR in March 2009. Site closure and the
Certificate of Completion were issued by the WDNR in September and October 2009, respectively, approximately two years ahead
of schedule. The expedited remediation and closure facilitated the $75MM mixed‐use redevelopment of the site.
35‐Acre Tower Automotive West Plant Project (former A.O. Smith Facility) ‐ City of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Project Director
(2004 to 2008). Performed the investigation, remedial design, and fixed‐price remediation of the site. Approximately 25 acres of
the 80‐year‐old facility were acquired and redeveloped as the City of Milwaukee Department of Public Works (DPW) facility. The
site investigation identified the presence of petroleum‐ and chlorinated hydrocarbon‐affected soil and groundwater. The remedial
strategy included source removal, enhanced biodegradation, and use of the new development to improve remedial performance.
The RAP was submitted to the WDNR on October 11 and approved on October 25, 2004. Supplemental investigation and
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remediation activities were completed in 2005, and the closure letters were issued by the WDNR on January 24, 2006, and May 15,
2008. The expedited remediation and closure facilitated the $100MM construction of the Harley Davidson museum at the location
of the former City of Milwaukee DPW facility.

Experience Prior to GZA
Prior to joining GZA, Mr. Drought served as Vice President and Director of Remediation for Shaw Environmental, Inc., a CBI
Company, from September 2004 to October 2014. Mr. Drought served as a Vice President and Principal Hydrogeologist for
ARCADIS, a national and international engineering firm, from January 1995 to September 2004. Mr. Drought also served as the
Assistant Environmental Department Manager at a national environmental and geotechnical consulting firm from 1989 through
1994, and was responsible for the supervision of professional and technical staff and the coordination of an analytical laboratory
certified under Chapter NR 149 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code.
Mr. Drought served as an Assistant Environmental Planner at the Bay‐Lake Regional Planning Commission (BLRPC) and the
Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (SEWRPC) from 1985 through 1988. Mr. Drought's responsibilities
included the preparation of resource management and environmental planning reports, and serving as a regulatory agency liaison
between federal, state, county and local units and agencies of government.

University Teaching
Since 2006, Mr. Drought has served as an Associate Faculty Member in the Civil Engineering Department at Milwaukee School of
Engineering (MSOE) in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and has served as a graduate student advisor and taught the following courses:


Solid Waste Engineering and Design (CV‐430);



Solid and Hazardous Waste Minimization (CV‐730); and



Soil Science and Remediation Technologies (CV‐754).

Selected Publications
A Case Study of a Natural Attenuation of a Mixed Hydrocarbon Plume, M.S. Thesis, University of Wisconsin‐Milwaukee, June 1999.
Fate of Tetrachloroethene and Benzene at a Dry Cleaning Facility, Proceedings of the In‐Situ and On‐Site Bioremediation ‐ The Fifth International
Symposium, Sheraton San Diego Hotel and Marina, San Diego, California; April, 1999.

Selected Presentations
Advancing Water Management Strategies Using Groundwater Flow Models. Invited Speaker – Opening Session, University of Wisconsin
Extension and Wisconsin Potato and Vegetable Growers Conference, Stevens Point, Wisconsin, February 2, 2016.
Remediation Revisited: A Historical and Futuristic Perspective, Invited Speaker, University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee Environmental Science
Exchange, Water Institute, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, September 17, 2014.
Using Performance‐Based Contracting for Brownfield Redevelopment, Invited Speaker, Breakout Session – Recovering from our Industrial Past,
Oklahoma Brownfield’s Conference, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, May 22, 2012.
A Celebration of Hydrogeology in Wisconsin ‐ Recognition of Dr. Mary P. Anderson (University of Wisconsin) and Douglas Cherkauer (University of
Wisconsin – Milwaukee), Organizer and Moderator, Wisconsin Ground Water Association Annual Meeting, Pewaukee, Wisconsin, April 27, 2011.
The NR 700 Administrative Code: Existing Regulations and Proposed Revisions, Organizer and Moderator, Wisconsin Ground Water Association
Lecture Series, Pewaukee, Wisconsin, November 8, 2011.
Remediation and Redevelopment of a Former Drilling Mud Facility, Wisconsin Ground Water Association Annual Meeting, Waukesha, Wisconsin,
April 8, 2011.
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Using Performance‐Based Contracting for Brownfield Redevelopment, Workshop Sponsored by the Environmental Law Institute Entitled:
Overcoming Barriers to the Redevelopment of Petroleum Brownfield’s and Other Vacant Properties: The Wisconsin Approach, Ambassador
Hotel, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, May 18, 2010
Performance‐Based Contracting to Facilitate Brownfield Redevelopment, Panel Participant at the Brownfield’s 2009 Conference, New Orleans,
Louisiana, November 17, 2009.
RiverHeath: Remediation and Redevelopment of Historic Riverine Industrial Site in Appleton, Wisconsin, Presentation at the Brownfield’s 2009
Conference, New Orleans, Louisiana, November 17, 2009.
The Wisconsin Closure Protocol Study, Organizer and Moderator, Wisconsin Ground Water Association Lecture Series, Pewaukee, Wisconsin,
November 12, 2009.
The Glacial and Bedrock Geology of Southeastern Wisconsin, Organizer and Facilitator, Wisconsin Ground Water Association Fall Field Trip,
Waukesha County, Wisconsin, September 19, 2009.

Selected Training









NGWA Summit, May 2014
SIPP (Health and Safety) Training for Supervisors, February 2014
FranklinCovey Management Training, December 2008
NGWA Summit, April 2008
RevenueStorm Sales Training, January 2003
Leadership Development Training, December 2002
Senn‐Delaney Leadership Training, November 2002
Advanced Management Training, 2000‐2001

Affiliations/Memberships










Federation of Environmental Technologies
National Brownfield Association
National Ground Water Association
Wisconsin Fabricare Institute
Wisconsin Ground Water Association
University of Wisconsin‐Milwaukee Geosciences Environmental Science Exchange
Associate Faculty Member
Civil Engineering Department
Milwaukee School of Engineering, 2006‐Present

Significant Appointments








WDNR NR 169 Committee (DERP)
WDNR NR 700 Focus Group
WDNR Brownfields Committee
COMM 47 Advisory Committee
WGWA – Director and Past President (since 2010)
Keep Greater Milwaukee Beautiful/Greening Milwaukee – Director (since 2011)
University of Wisconsin Groundwater Research Advisory Council (since 2012)
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Bernard G. Fenelon, P.G.
Senior Consultant/Hydrogeologist
Education

Summary of Experience

B.S., Geological Studies, University of
Wisconsin‐Milwaukee, 1983

For the past 32 years, Mr. Fenelon has investigated and remediated chlorinated
hydrocarbon and petroleum hydrocarbon sites across the eastern United States,
participated in Brownfield redevelopments, conducted hydrogeological, vapor
intrusion, and groundwater use impact assessments, mine dewatering assessments,
supervised property transaction due diligence activities, conducted groundwater
supply investigations, and performed geophysical investigations. Twenty‐five of the 32
years of professional experience have been with GZA and the prior seven years were
primarily with Layne.

M.S., Geological Services, University of
Wisconsin‐Milwaukee, 1987

Licenses & Registrations
Professional Geologist ‐ Wisconsin, #751

Areas of Specialization








Investigation and Remediation of
Chlorinated and Petroleum
Hydrocarbon Sites
Vapor Intrusion
Hydrogeological Assessments
Groundwater‐Use Impact
Assessments
Groundwater and Contaminant
Flow Modeling
Groundwater‐Supply Investigations
Geophysical Investigations

Investigation and Remediation of soil and groundwater contamination have been
performed for industrial, commercial, and landfill facilities related to chlorinated
solvents, petroleum products, semi‐volatile organic compounds (sVOCs), and metals.
The scope of services performed include: 1) evaluating contaminant magnitude and
extent in soil, soil vapor, and groundwater; 2) evaluating remedial options; 3)
implementing remedial actions in soil and groundwater and supervising remedial
system operation and maintenance (O&M); 4) supervising groundwater monitoring and
performing contaminant trend evaluation in support of monitored natural attenuation
(MNA) regulatory closure; 5) evaluating environmental risk and site liabilities as part of
pre‐acquisition due diligence activities for industry and law firms; and 6) redeveloping
urban contaminated Brownfield properties. Applied remedial methods include: 1)
enhanced reductive dechlorination (ERD); 2) thermal conductance heating; 3) MNA; 4)
oxidation; 5) excavation and off‐site disposal; 6) emulsified zero‐valent iron (EZVI)
reduction; 7) soil‐vapor extraction; and 8) groundwater pump and treat.
Hydrogeological and groundwater‐use impact assessments have been performed for
the non‐metallic mining industry related to dewatering requirements for aggregate
extraction, municipalities, and industries related to use of groundwater from
production wells, agricultural entities related to irrigation wells, and developers related
to potable groundwater supply requirements and changes in drainage patterns and
infiltration characteristics under post‐development conditions. Services that have
been provided include geologic and hydrogeologic research, soil boring and test well
installations, aquifer testing, double‐ring infiltrometer testing, groundwater modeling,
presentations at zoning and plan commission meetings to provide technical
information for projects and for the issuance of conditional use permits and answering
public concerns regarding various types of proposed projects.
Groundwater supply investigations have been performed for municipalities, industry,
developers, commercial entities, and golf courses throughout the upper Midwestern
United States in a variety of geological environments, including sand and gravel,
fractured bedrock (dolomite, limestone, granite, etc.), and sandstone utilizing
hydrogeological, geophysical, and drilling exploration methods. Well‐head protection
services and groundwater modeling to optimize well‐field development have also been
conducted to aid water supply development.
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Relevant Project Experience
REMEDIAL INVESTIGATIONS AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
Senior Consultant, Site Investigation, Remediation and Monitoring, Confidential Client, Eastern Wisconsin. GZA is currently
conducting a multi‐million dollar, multi‐year, thermal and ERD remedial action of a chlorinated solvent release of
tetrachloroethene (PCE) at a manufacturing facility in eastern Wisconsin. The presence of two neighboring manufacturing facilities
with similar soil and groundwater contamination issues, a railroad right‐of‐way adjacent to containing a portion of the PCE source,
and solvents detected in a municipal well adjoining the site have complicated the investigation and remediation. The PCE source is
bound in a 20‐foot thick, partially saturated, low permeability clay overlying unsaturated sand and gravel with nearly continuous
low mass loading to groundwater. In addition to the presence of solvent in the local water supply aquifer at concentrations above
State drinking water standards, PCE has been detected in shallow groundwater beneath a residential neighborhood, resulting in
potential vapor intrusion (VI) health risk to downgradient residents. The thermal portion of the remedial action began in December
2016 and continued until satisfactory soil concentrations were achieved in December 2017, with more than 99% reductions in total
chlorinated VOCs (cVOCs). The ERD portion of the remedial action is expected to continue until at least 2027.
Senior Consultant, Site Investigation/Remediation, 20‐Acre Former/Industrial Site, Confidential Client, Indiana. In 2008, GZA
was asked by this client to review 20 years of soil and groundwater data gathered by other environmental consultants related to
trichloroethene (TCE) releases at the site. The site underwent focused soil remediation and about 12 years of operation of a 750‐
gallon per minute (gpm) groundwater pump and treat remedial action under Indiana’s voluntary remediation program (VRP). With
groundwater remedial progress slowing and the remedial system aging and in need of significant repair, GZA was asked to evaluate
the effectiveness of continued system operation and evaluate whether other remedial alternatives were necessary to bring the site
to closure. As a result of TCE migration into residential neighborhoods and potential vapor inhalation risk, sub‐slab soil gas and/or
indoor air quality were evaluated in approximately 40 buildings overlying the shallow groundwater plume and 15 ventilation
systems were installed in homes with indoor air TCE concentrations exceeding Indiana Department of Environmental Management
(IDEM) screening levels. GZA conducted additional source remediation in 2015, and began implementation of ERD remediation in
groundwater in 2017 and continuing into 2018. To date, the groundwater ERD remediation has consisted of the injection of more
than 500,000 gallons of electron donor solution. Significant TCE reductions are currently being observed.
Senior Consultant, Site Investigation/Remediation, 21‐Acre Former/Industrial Site, Confidential Client, Central Wisconsin. In
2014, GZA was asked by this client to review 25 years of soil and groundwater data gathered by other environmental consultants
related to TCE releases at the site. After multiple phases of active soil and groundwater remediation, cVOC concentrations were
increasing in various areas of the site and the chemical oxidation groundwater remediation being conducted was having only
limited effect. GZA began altering the remedial approach to conduct ERD and addressed the immediate exposure pathway, VI in
the site building. With sub‐slab TCE vapor concentration exceeding the sub‐slab vapor action level (VAL) by up to a factor of almost
1,000 and indoor air concentration exceeding the indoor air VAL by more than a factor of 10, GZA implemented vapor mitigation
over nearly 100,000 square feet of the building to reduce indoor air TCE vapor concentrations by more than 95%. GZA began
implementation of ERD remediation in groundwater in 2015, and currently peak TCE concentration have been reduced by more
than 90% and downward cVOC trends exist across most of the site and at off‐site locations.
Senior Consultant, Site Investigation/Remediation, 20‐Acre Industrial Site, Confidential Client, Central Kentucky. GZA
finished a comprehensive site characterization for the presence of TCE at an industrial facility in western Kentucky. TCE
concentrations as high as 1,200 milligrams per liter (mg/l) have been detected in a 200‐ by 100‐foot area of sandstone and shale
bedrock. Due to the low‐permeability bedrock conditions and lack of nearby receptors to the TCE contamination, a long‐term
remedial action consisting of ERD is being planned, consisting of placement of 10,000 to 20,000 pounds of organic carbon on the
top of bedrock over the area of highly elevated TCE concentrations. Pilot testing for ERD effectiveness was conducted from 2011 to
2013. For the site building, sub‐slab TCE vapor concentrations exceeded the United States Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA) sub‐slab screening level by factors up to 26,000 times. An accessible portion of the TCE source beneath the site building
was excavated for off‐site disposal in 2018, and a sub‐slab depressurization system was installed to address the VI pathway over an
approximately 15,000 square‐foot portion of the building. Following implementation of the source remediation and operation of
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the vapor mitigation system, indoor air concentrations were reduced by more than 90% and currently meet USEPA industrial
indoor air screening levels. Full‐scale ERD implementation is planned for 2020.
Senior Project Manager, Site Investigation/Remediation, Superfund Site, AO Smith Corporation, Ionia, Michigan. In 2003,
GZA became the supervising contractor for one of the responsible parties (RPs) at a Superfund site in central Michigan. Initially,
GZA evaluated data generated over 20 years by numerous consultants for the site that resulted in a significant shift in
interpretation of site hydrogeological conditions which negated the planned move to more aggressive remedial action. Due to the
change in understanding of site conditions, GZA made a formal presentation to the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality
(MDEQ) and USEPA and eventually received agency concurrence and saved the RP $1MM in capital costs to upgrade the
groundwater remediation system. Following an extensive evaluation of the groundwater remedial action for compliance with the
Consent Decree and Record of Decision (ROD), GZA proposed replacing the active groundwater remedial action with a MNA
remedial scenario. The groundwater pumping system was shut off and groundwater monitoring performed during a one‐year pilot
test. Based on the results of the pilot test, the ROD was amended in 2011 to implement a MNA remedial action to meet mixing
zone Groundwater‐Surface Water Interface Criteria at the surface water discharge, establishment of Alternate Concentration
Limits over the groundwater plume to the discharge point and institutional controls over the plume. By 2025, the amended ROD
will have saved the RPs more than $2.5MM.
Senior Project Manager, Site Investigation/Remediation, 70‐Acre Brownfield/Industrial Site, Confidential Client, Central
Pennsylvania. In 2012, GZA obtained closure for a 70‐acre industrial facility with 100 years of industrial activity and more than 60
individual chlorinated solvent release areas. The closure was conducted under the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Brownfield
development program (Act 2) after conducting a comprehensive site characterization and MNA groundwater monitoring. Closure
was obtained with minimal active site remediation due to demonstration of limited ecological and VI risk from widespread TCE
contamination across the site and the implementation of institutional controls. Closure and client release of liability were obtained
for a budget of less than $1M compared to the $6.5M pre‐sale environmental reserve that had been established by another
consultant at the time of sale. Subsequent recent environment activities in 2018 have included managing soil during site
redevelopment and ensuring compliance with the conditions of closure.
Senior Project Manager, Remediation, 10‐Acre Brownfield/Industrial Site, Confidential Client, Eastern Michigan. GZA has
performed several phases of investigation and corrective action at a 10‐acre Brownfield site that was formerly an industrial facility
with about 60 years of industrial activity and subject to RCRA. The cleanup was performed under an Order of Consent from the
USEPA. The site was prepared for development and the cleanup subject to State of Michigan Part 201 clean up criteria. The
primary risk pathways applicable for the site consist of ecological risk due to metals in soil and metals and VOCs in groundwater
discharging to the river that borders the site and VI risk related to VOCs, primarily TCE, in homes that border the site and possible
future homes built on the site.
Senior Project Manager, Remediation and Monitoring, Former Cool City Cleaners, Two Rivers, Wisconsin. GZA performed
remedial actions consisting of MNA groundwater monitoring, PCE vapor assessment and mitigation, and ERD using emulsified oil
at a former dry cleaner under Wisconsin’s Drycleaner Environmental Response Fund (DERF). Releases of Stoddard Solvent and
migration of petroleum contamination onto the site provided organic carbon substrate for reductive dechlorination of PCE.
However, following an increase in cVOCs in a monitoring well downgradient of the PCE source area, emulsified vegetable oil (EVO)
was injected into the aquifer to further ERD. Based on the results of post‐injection groundwater monitoring, a closure request was
prepared and closure with the site placed on the soil and groundwater GIS registries was obtained in 2010.
Senior Project Manager, Site Remediation and Monitoring, Confidential Client, South‐Central Wisconsin. GZA reviewed
almost 15 years of data gathered by another environmental consultant at a site in which an estimated 500,000 pounds of solvent
had been released to the surface. The site had undergone about 10 years of active soil and groundwater remediation under
Wisconsin’s voluntary action program. GZA documented previous site activities and lack of cleanup progress and successfully
convinced the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) that continued operation of the expensive and aging
remediation system was not warranted. GZA also identified an improperly constructed well that indicated the false identification
of contamination in the regional aquifer and resulted in an incorrect interpretation of the contaminants’ migration potential
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through the low permeability till into the regional aquifer. Given the technical impracticability of source remediation with the
current state of remedial technologies, a low technology remedial approach consisting of groundwater monitoring and ERD in the
sandstone aquifer was proposed and accepted by the WDNR. Continued evaluation of source remediation is being performed on a
five‐year basis. The change in remedial strategy resulted in substantial savings to the RP of about $1M over 10 years.
Implementation of ERD through organic carbon injections began during Summer/Fall 2004, with positive response. A follow‐up
organic carbon injection and groundwater monitoring were performed in Fall/Winter 2008/2009. Recent sampling results (2017)
indicated sustained TCE degradation in the source area of the site.
Senior Project Manager, Pre‐Acquisition Due Diligence, Site Characterization, Remediation and Post‐Remediation
Groundwater Monitoring, Confidential Client, Central Wisconsin. GZA performed complete turn‐key services for the buying
party of a manufacturing facility in central Wisconsin that performed plating operations. Due to the detection of chlorinated
solvent in the soil and groundwater of the Site during a Phase II Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) and the presence of a
municipal water supply well within 500 feet of the site, GZA provided a pre‐acquisition remedial estimate to closure of $1.3M. As
part of the sale, an escrow account was established for the estimated cost of investigation and remediation. GZA performed site
investigation and remediation activities between 1995 and Fall 2002, and post‐remedial groundwater monitoring through 2007.
GZA also assisted client with contaminated soil management and underground storage tank (UST) issues discovered during several
post‐acquisition building phases. Total environmental cost from pre‐acquisition of closure, including environmental activities
related to building phases, was less than $550,000 resulting in savings of about $750,000 from the initial pre‐acquisition remedial
estimate. WDNR issued a closure letter for the site in 2007.
Senior Project Manager, Groundwater Assessment for Tritium at a Nuclear Power Plant, Southern United States. In 2006 and
2007, GZA performed a review of various plant systems for the potential for an unmonitored release of impacted or potentially
impacted liquid‐containing radionuclides in support of the facility’s Groundwater Protection Initiative. The potential for
unmonitored releases was combined with the site’s hydrogeological conditions and potential receptors to make recommendations
for upgrading the site’s groundwater monitoring system. Recommendations were also made for collecting additional information
to close data gaps identified during the evaluation of site information.
Senior Project Manager, Commercial Brownfield Site Development, Altman, Kritzer & Levick, S.C., Madison, Wisconsin. In
1996, GZA performed pre‐acquisition due diligence activities on two adjacent commercial and industrial properties with
documented soil and groundwater contamination. The environmental work was performed under Wisconsin’s Voluntary Party
Liability Exemption (VPLE) program for redevelopment of a Brownfield property. GZA identified several environmental conditions
on the combined properties, the most significant consisting of a release of PCE from a former dry cleaner requiring source
remediation. GZA assisted the site developer with the preparation of a Wisconsin Department of Commerce (Commerce)
Brownfield Development Grant, which resulted in the award of a $750,000 grant that could be used for development of the site.
GZA performed a “not‐to‐exceed” lump sum remedial action of the PCE source area during construction at the site and performed
two years of groundwater monitoring to establish downward contaminant trends in the groundwater system after source
remediation. The site received a conditional Certificate of Completion under the VPLE program in 2001, and final closure after
placement of the Site on Wisconsin’s groundwater GIS registry in 2004.
Senior Project Manager, Site Characterization and Remediation, Sunnyside Mobil, Neviaser Investments, Janesville,
Wisconsin. GZA managed the characterization and remediation of a leaking UST (LUST) site with free‐product present in dolomite
and sandstone bedrock several hundred feet upgradient and up to 400 feet downgradient of the former USTs. Free‐product
thicknesses were measured at over 2 feet at depths of more than 50 feet. Twelve of the 32 monitoring wells (nine screened in the
dolomite and 23 in the sandstone) installed during the investigation were found to have had measurable free‐product. Factors
complicating the site investigation and remedial action included very large‐scale fluctuations in the depth to water in the sandstone
(up to 14 feet), upgradient migration of contamination (petroleum product migration above the water table in the dolomite), two
aquifers impacted, two adjacent closed LUST sites with commingled contamination, fracture flow in the dolomite, separate and
isolated groundwater flow systems between the sandstone and the dolomite, and a separate dissolved‐phase PCE plume
comingling with the petroleum contamination. WDNR complimented GZA for its efficient performance of the site investigation
and the conclusions made given the complicating geological factors at the site. Due to the technical impracticability of free‐
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product removal in the sandstone and dolomite and the lack of known receptors to the contamination, GZA successfully argued for
a low‐tech approach to site remediation consisting of passive product collectors and MNA monitoring. The Site received closure in
2006, following free‐product collection and groundwater monitoring to support the MNA remedial option.
Senior Project Manager, Site Investigation, Closure, New Waico Development Co., LLP, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. GZA
evaluated soil and groundwater conditions in this two‐block, multi‐family housing development in 2002. As part of the pre‐
acquisition environmental activities, GZA evaluated Phase II ESA results performed by another environmental consultant and
provided “likely” and “worst‐case” environmental liability estimates for the buyer, its lending institutions, and Commerce’s WHEDA
program. The “worst‐case” environmental liability estimate was required by the WHEDA program as a condition of providing
financing for the acquisition. Based on the very limited Phase II ESA data, GZA’s “likely” and “worst‐case” total investigation and
remediation estimates were $90,000 and $720,000, respectively. After completing further environmental investigation activities
and evaluating site risk, GZA requested site closure from WDNR. GZA obtained a No Further Action (NFA) letter for the owner of
the site in Summer 2003. In Fall 2003, the site was placed on Wisconsin’s soil GIS Registry and a Deed Restriction was placed on the
property specifying site maintenance conditions requirements, as detailed in a cap maintenance plan prepared by GZA. GZA was
able to complete the environmental investigation through closure for a cost of less than $40,000 resulting in savings of about
$50,000 and $680,000 from the “likely” and “worst‐case” environmental cost estimate, respectively.
Senior Project Manager, Site Characterization and Remediation of a Federal RCRA Site, Confidential Client, Eastern
Tennessee. Managed site investigation, remedial action and risk assessment activities associated with a ¼‐mile long chlorinated
solvent and plating metals groundwater plume beneath industrial and residential properties originating from a plating operation.
Geological conditions consist of sand and gravel over karst limestone and significant dense, non‐aqueous phase liquid (DNAPL) was
detected beneath former process areas of the plant. A $750,000 groundwater recovery system was installed at several locations on
the site and 1,000 feet off the site to remove contaminated groundwater, achieve hydraulic control and restore the condition of the
groundwater at off‐site locations. Site work was performed under Tennessee Department of Environmental Conservation,
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Section, and USEPA.
Senior Project Manager, Milwaukee World Festival Grounds Redevelopment, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. GZA evaluated site‐wide
environmental and geotechnical conditions prior to two phases of a major reconstruction of the existing Summerfest festival
grounds completed between 2001 and 2004. Contamination concerns were focused on the presence of methane, cyanide,
polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) and petroleum VOC (pVOC) contamination and the presence of a variety of manufactured
gas plant (MGP) and industrial waste/fill that was used to create the land mass several decades ago. GZA obtained a fast‐tracked
Exemption to Construct on a Landfill through WDNR and prepared a Materials Management Plan (MMP) to minimize off‐site
transport and disposal of contaminated residues. GZA performed materials management oversight activities to ensure
implementation of the MMP during both phases of construction.
Senior Project Manager, Environmental Evaluation for Lakefront Development, Freedom Education Center Wing Addition to
the War Memorial Art Museum, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. GZA conducted an environmental evaluation of subsurface conditions
during a geotechnical evaluation of the site for the development of this lakeshore facility, including a multi‐story parking garage
and education wing to the War Memorial. Contamination concerns were focused on the presence of methane at two times the
lower explosive limit (LEL) in soil beneath the site and pVOC contamination in the groundwater system. Future development on
the site will require minimizing off‐site disposal of soil generated during construction activities, obtaining an Exemption to
Construct on a Landfill from WDNR, engineering controls for the presence of methane below the planned building and proper
management of materials (soil and groundwater) generated during site development.
Senior Project Manager, Site Characterization and Remediation, More than 25 Sites, Various Clients, Southeastern Wisconsin
and Illinois. GZA managed the characterization and remediation of numerous LUST sites in southeastern Wisconsin between 1989
and 2011. Site complexities range from minor petroleum releases in clay environments to free‐product present in multiple bedrock
aquifers at distances of several hundred feet from the UST release area. Remedial technologies implemented have included soil
vapor extraction, groundwater and free‐product extraction, sparging, excavation and off‐site disposal and MNA. The UST sites are
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administered under Wisconsin’s PECFA program. PECFA program reimbursements have typically been in excess of 99% after the
RP has satisfied the deductible.
Project Manager and Hydrogeologist, Northern States Power Company and James River Corporation Landfills, Ashland,
Wisconsin. GZA performed hydrogeological characterization activities in accordance with NR 500 requirements for preparation of
Initial Site Reports and Feasibility Reports requiring approval from WDNR. The investigations included soil boring and monitoring
well installation, in‐situ aquifer testing by measuring groundwater recovery, which required more than six months of monitoring, 2‐
D groundwater flow modeling and leachate generation calculations. Submission of documentation and subsequent review by
WDNR project managers resulted in only minimal follow‐up on GZA’s part to address WDNR concerns and questions.
HYDROGEOLOGICAL AND GROUNDWATER USE ASSESSMENTS
Senior Project Manager, Confidential Client, Central Wisconsin. In 2014 and 2015, GZA aided a sand mine operator with the
assessment of hydrogeological conditions and potential for detrimental impacts to area water wells and wetlands from the
proposed operation of a 1,500‐acre sand mine in central Wisconsin. Hydrogeological conditions were assessed through soil borings
and production wells and multiple large‐scale pumping tests and 3‐dimensional (3D) MODFLOW groundwater modeling. The 3D
groundwater model was used to evaluate various mine plan scenarios to minimize groundwater impact to water supply wells and
surrounding wetlands and evaluate wetland mitigation options.
Senior Project Manager, Confidential Client, Livingston County, Kentucky. In 2013 and 2014, GZA aided a limestone mine
operator in Livingston County, Kentucky with an assessment of hydrogeological conditions as they relate to groundwater inflows to
the mine and stability of the mine floor due to uplift pressure from deeper aquifers. Plans were made to conduct a very high
capacity, long‐term pumping test to obtain the parameters to allow a safe and economic development of the mine to greater
depths in the limestone formation.
Senior Project Manager, Confidential Client, Manitowoc County, Wisconsin. From 2013 through 2017, GZA has been aiding a
limestone mine operator in Manitowoc County, Wisconsin with an assessment of hydrogeological conditions as they relate to
potential groundwater impact of a horizontal mine expansion. Predictions of groundwater drawdowns were made based on the
impact to groundwater of the existing mine. Upon obtaining a conditional use permit to expand the mine, a well protection plan
was developed and offered to area property owners and a groundwater monitoring network established to assess groundwater‐
level changes as the horizontal expansion proceeded.
Senior Project Manager, Confidential Client, Sevier County, Tennessee. In 2010 and 2011, GZA conducted a hydrogeological
assessment of an existing limestone mine in a karstic region of Sevier County, Tennessee. Very high groundwater inflows were
occurring in the mine, which was affecting the depth to which mine development could feasibly occur. Modifications were made to
the development plans based on GZA’s assessment of area hydrogeological conditions.
Senior Project Manager, Linnerud Development, Stoughton, Wisconsin. In 2007 and 2008, GZA performed a hydrogeologic
assessment of the groundwater/storm water basin for the area of the proposed Linnerud Development in order to evaluate the
potential impact of the development’s storm water plan on the nearby Virgin Lake basin. The pre‐developed conditions of a
primarily internally‐drained site needed to be maintained after development. GZA aided the engineer in the design of site
infiltration in accordance with WDNR’s Conservation Practice Standard 1002 Site Evaluation for Stormwater Infiltration. GZA
performed drilling services and reviewed geotechnical boring logs (more than 150 borings were drilled to support the analysis) and
performed grain‐size analyses and conducted double‐ring infiltrometer testing in the various proposed infiltration basins.
Senior Project Manager, Phantom Lake Management District, Town of Mukwonago, Wisconsin. In 2005, GZA performed a
hydrogeologic assessment of the Upper Phantom Lake groundwater/surface water basin for the Phantom Lakes Management
District (PLMD) Board in order to evaluate the potential impact of pumping from a proposed Village of Mukwonago municipal
water supply well located within 1,000 feet of the southern border of Upper Phantom Lake. GZA also provided recommendations
to the PLMD and the Village of Mukwonago for pumping test protocols on a test well in 2007, to better assess potential impacts to
the lake and an opinion on the potential to impact the lake based on pumping test results. GZA also provided recommendations to
the PLMD in 2012, for conditions for the operating permit by the Village of Mukwonago.
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Senior Project Manager, Pabst Farms, Town of Summit, Wisconsin. In 2005, GZA performed an evaluation of the potential
effect of stormwater management on the groundwater system and numerous flow‐through lakes at the Aurora Hospital proposed
for the Pabst Farm property. GZA performed its evaluations using information from United States Geological Survey (USGS)
topographic maps, area domestic well construction reports, Wisconsin Geological Survey and Southeastern Wisconsin Regional
Planning Commission (SEWRPC) hydrogeologic reports, and large‐scale pumping tests. GZA’s assessment of potential impact to
groundwater and surface water was performed with the aid of a ModFlow model constructed for a 16 square‐mile area surrounding
the site. The evaluation was successful in showing the negligible impact of the proposed site development on the groundwater
system and surrounding lakes through the proper management of storm water.
Senior Project Manager, Numerous Residential Developments, Town of Richfield, Wisconsin. During 2006 through 2010, GZA
performed evaluations of the likely effect water usage from several proposed residential and commercial developments had on the
local groundwater system and surrounding surface water bodies. GZA performed its evaluations using information from USGS
topographic maps, Wisconsin Geological Survey and SEWRPC hydrogeologic reports, area domestic well construction reports and
incorporated applicable requirements and provisions of the Town of Richfield groundwater protection ordinance, Chapter 59 of the
Richfield Municipal Code. GZA’s assessments of potential impact to groundwater and surface water were performed by comparing
pre‐construction to post‐construction site infiltration characteristics and water demands and sanitary water return (on‐site septic
systems) to the area aquifer.
Senior Project Manager, Non‐Metallic Mining Industry, More than 15 Sites in Southeastern Wisconsin and Northern Illinois.
GZA evaluated the feasibility of carbonate bedrock quarry and sand and gravel pit dewatering, predicted impact of dewatering
activities to local wetlands, aquifers and water levels in area domestic wells for numerous sites in southeastern Wisconsin between
1993 and 2010. Site activities have included test well installations, monitoring well and soil boring installations, test pumping and
groundwater modeling. GZA has provided professional opinions and answered questions from members of zoning and planning
boards and the public in public forums as part of the property re‐zoning process or issuing of Conditional Use Permits.
GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS
Senior Geophysicist, Numerous Wisconsin and Illinois Municipalities. Performed seismic refraction and resistivity sounding
surveys to evaluate sand and gravel aquifer development potential and to optimize test well drilling locations.
Senior Geophysicist, Numerous Wisconsin and Illinois Municipalities. Performed seismic refraction, azimuthal resistivity,
electromagnetic profiling and geothermal surveys, and aerial photography interpretation to evaluate the potential for fractured
bedrock aquifer development.
Senior Geophysicist, Numerous Sites, Iowa, Illinois, Michigan and Wisconsin. Performed magnetic, magnetic gradiometer,
electromagnetic, ground penetrating radar, time‐domain electromagnetic, and seismic refraction surveys at environmental sites to
detect buried metallic objects, groundwater contamination plumes, geologic characteristics and subsurface disturbed zones.
Project Geophysicist, Southeastern Pennsylvania. Performed seismic refraction depth to bedrock surveys at sites considered for
commercial development in southeastern Pennsylvania. Surveys were performed to allow adjustments to site layout plans to
minimize the requirements for bedrock excavation to achieve site grades and to estimate the costs to construction related to
requirements to excavate bedrock.
GROUNDWATER‐SUPPLY INVESTIGATIONS
Project Manager, Sand and Gravel Aquifer Exploration for Wisconsin, Illinois and Iowa Municipalities. Performed evaluations
for sand and gravel aquifer development by conducting surface geophysical surveys, test drilling and well installation, test well
pumping and water sampling. The assessments were performed for municipalities including the Village of Tigerton (resulted in the
highest capacity production well in the Village by 50% and best water quality in the Village), Town of Bristol, City of Mosinee,
Town of Weston and City of Kiel, Wisconsin; City of West Des Moines and Newton, Iowa; St. Charles and Oswego, Illinois; Sioux
Falls, South Dakota; and Omaha, Nebraska.
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Project Manager Fractured Bedrock Aquifer Exploration for Wisconsin, Illinois and Iowa Municipalities. Performed aerial
photography interpretation and surface geophysical surveys, test drilling and well installation, and test well pumping to evaluate
the potential for fractured bedrock aquifer development. The assessments were performed for municipalities including the City of
Kiel, Wisconsin (resulted in the highest capacity production well in the City by more than 200%), Town of Bristol, Town of
Pewaukee and City of Plymouth, Wisconsin; Village of Roland, Iowa; and Town of Bolingbrook, Illinois.
Senior Project Manager, Fractured Bedrock and Sand and Gravel Aquifer Exploration for Irrigation Wells in Wisconsin, Illinois
and Iowa. Performed exploration services, as described above, for irrigation water supply for private entities consisting of golf
courses and greenhouses.
Senior Project Manager, Groundwater Use Assessment, Industrial and Housing Developments in Southeastern Wisconsin.
Assessed the impact of groundwater pumping from the Niagaran dolomite aquifer of proposed developments on existing domestic
wells adjacent to the proposed development. Services included review of existing hydraulic information, digital modeling of the
proposed groundwater use, and presentation of results at public meetings.
GROUNDWATER FLOW MODELING
Senior Project Manager, Confidential Client, Central Wisconsin. In 2014 and 2015, GZA conducted a 3D MODFLOW
groundwater modeling for development of a 1,500‐acre sand mine in central Wisconsin. The 3D groundwater model was used to
evaluate various mine plan scenarios to minimize groundwater impact to water supply wells and surrounding wetlands and evaluate
wetland mitigation options.
Senior Project Manager, Proposed Quarry, Northern Illinois. Managed the performance of a 3D MODFLOW groundwater flow
model in 2006, to assess the effect of quarry dewatering on the local groundwater system and area domestic wells.
Senior Project Manager, Institutional Development, Waukesha County, Wisconsin. Managed the performance of a 3D
MODFLOW groundwater flow model in 2005, to assess the effect of various storm water management options to the local
groundwater system and nearby lakes.
Senior Project Manager, CERCLA Site, Confidential Industrial Client, North‐Central Iowa. Managed the performance of a 3D
groundwater flow model in 1993, consisting of MODFLOW to assess risk of contaminant migration from a Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) site to receptors (consisting of a municipal water supply well
and surface water body) and to optimize groundwater extraction and hydraulic containment remedial scenarios.
Senior Project Manager, Manufacturing Facility, Amana Appliances, Middle Amana, Iowa. Performed 3D contaminant
groundwater flow model in 2000, consisting of MODFLOW and MT3D to assess risk of contaminant migration from an industrial
site containing chlorinated solvents and petroleum product to a municipal water supply well and potential groundwater recovery
scenarios.
Senior Project Manager, Natural Gas Compressor Stations, Several Michigan Sites. Managed 3D contaminant groundwater
flow model in 2003, consisting of MODFLOW and MT3D to assess risk of contaminant migration to receptors and potential for off‐
site migration of contaminants.
Senior Hydrogeologist, Payne and Dolan and Various Developments, Southeastern Wisconsin. Managed 2‐dimensional (2D)
and 3D groundwater flow modeling from 1989 to 2000, to predict the impact of proposed quarry dewatering at numerous sites in
southeastern Wisconsin using MODFLOW to simulate the regional dolomite aquifer.
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Education

Summary of Experience

B.S., 2004, Geology and Geophysics,
University of Wisconsin‐Madison

Mr. Graham has been involved in geotechnical engineering and engineering geology
projects for over 15 years and has conducted many investigations for deep and shallow
excavations, building foundations, retaining walls, highways, bridge structures,
tunnels, storm water detention and infiltration structures, and other civil works
projects. His experience includes subsurface improvement and characterization for
geotechnical and environmental projects using both invasive and non‐destructive
testing methods in both soil and rock conditions.

B.S., 2005, Geological Engineering,
University of Wisconsin‐Madison
M.S., 2010, Civil Engineering, Arizona
State University‐Tempe

Licenses & Registrations
Professional Engineer,
Wisconsin, No. 41826‐006
Illinois, No. 062.065431
Arizona, No. 51568
Washington, No. 47865
Oklahoma, No. 27644
Minnesota, No. 52217
Texas, No. 127131

Areas of Specialization







Subsurface Characterization
Shallow and Deep Foundation
Analysis
Retaining Wall Analysis & Design
Geotechnical Instrumentation
Geophysical Testing
Pavement Design

Relevant Project Experience
SUBSURFACE IMPROVEMENT
Earthen Embankment Grouting, Confidential Client/Site, Northwestern Ohio. Mr.
Graham designed a grouting program for an existing earthen embankment for a
tailings pond at an operating mine in northwestern Ohio. The grouting program was
designed to retard movement of groundwater through an existing open‐graded toe‐
drain. Mr. Graham developed the grouting program and wrote project specifications
for the program. Mr. Graham later aided in the onsite quality control/quality assurance
program, including documentation of grouting volumes and pressures and material
testing.
Slurry Cut‐off Wall, City of Surprise Department of Public Works, Surprise, Arizona.
Mr. Graham aided in the design of a soil mixing/downhole grouting program for the
construction of a slurry cut‐off wall at an existing wastewater treatment facility in
Surprise, Arizona. Mr. Graham aided in the subsurface investigation, laboratory testing
and design specifications for a bentonite/cement slurry injection to isolate various cells
of the treatment facility. Mr. Graham aided in the development of
bentonite/cement/water ratios for use in the field program. Mr. Graham provided
review services as an owner’s representative for contractor submittals and third‐party
quality control/quality assurance submittals.
Earthen Embankment Grouting, Confidential Client/Site, Southcentral Oklahoma.
Mr. Graham designed a grouting program for a new earthen embankment for a tailings
pond at an operating mine in southcentral Oklahoma. Grouting was related to both the
embankment footprint and tie‐in locations and was designed to inhibit flow of water
through and around the footprint and edges of the embankment. Mr. Graham
developed the grouting program and wrote project specifications for the program. Mr.
Graham later aided in the onsite quality control/quality assurance program, including
documentation of grouting volumes and pressures and material testing and review of
third‐party quality control/quality assurance submittals.
SUBSURFACE CHARACTERIZATION
Soil and Bedrock Evaluation, Des Plaines River Combined Sewer Overflow Tunnel
Project, City of Joliet, Illinois. Work at this site included sampling and geotechnical
classification of unconsolidated terrestrial and marine soil deposits and underlying
dolomitic bedrock. Seven borings were completed along the alignment of a proposed
tunnel for geotechnical considerations for construction of a combined sewer pipe under
the Des Plaines River. Five borings were drilled from a barge platform in the river and
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the remaining two borings at the east and west banks of the river. Detailed observation and classification were utilized to
determine the depth of overburden and the soundness of the underlying bedrock for potential tunneling use. Mr. Graham collected
samples and conducted additional laboratory testing to determine the engineering characteristics of the native soils and bedrock.
Fill and Native Soils Evaluations, Century City Development, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Mr. Graham worked with the
Redevelopment Authority of the City of Milwaukee (RACM) to help characterize soils at the Century City site in north‐central
Milwaukee for development of several commercial buildings. The site had a long history of previous development that resulted in
several areas of undocumented fill and remnant subsurface construction. Mr. Graham worked with the City and the developer to
evaluate the fill and subsurface conditions to expediate grading and construction at the site.
Aggregate Source Evaluation, Desert Claim Wind Project, enXco, Ellensburg, Washington. Work at this site included sampling
and classification of sand, gravel, and cobble deposits at the eastern base of the Cascade Mountains in central Washington for
possible development of and a gravel source for concrete and general aggregate use as part of the Desert Claim Wind Project
development. Detailed observation and classification were utilized to determine the depth of overburden and the usefulness of the
underlying sand, gravel, and cobble deposits for potential use. Mr. Graham collected samples and conducted additional laboratory
testing to determine the engineering characteristics of the native soils.
Confidential Frozen Subsurface Conditions Evaluation, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Mr. Graham worked with a public utility to
determine the extent and condition of subsurface soils in an area that had been subjected to ground‐freezing prior to Mr. Graham’s
involvement in the project. Mr. Graham oversaw the drilling of several soil borings in the frozen zone and developed site‐specific
soil sampling techniques to aid in understanding of the frozen soils. Furthermore, Mr. Graham aided in plan development and
installation of several types of geotechnical instrumentation to provide long term monitoring of the subsurface conditions.
GEOTECHNICAL FOUNDATION AND RETAINING WALL ANALYSIS
833 East Development, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Mr. Graham was the lead field engineer and aided in the analysis and report
writing of a proposed new multi‐story skyscraper to be located in downtown Milwaukee. Field work included multiple deep borings
(approximately 100 feet below ground surface [bgs]) and associated pressuremeter testing to determine the maximum allowable
bearing capacity for the proposed structure. Pressuremeter analysis performed by Mr. Graham allowed for significantly increased
bearing capacities and negated the need for deep foundations. Analysis indicated that the proposed structure could safely be
supported on a combination of shallow spread‐type footings and a large mat‐type foundation.
The North End Phase III, IV and IV, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Mr. Graham was the lead field engineer and aided in the analysis and
report writing of a proposed new, multi‐story, residential and commercial development to be located in Milwaukee. Field work
included multiple borings and review of previous field work conducted at the site by GZA and other firms. Mr. Graham aided in
development of recommendations for the driven‐pile deep foundation system, earth retention and dewatering of the excavation at
the site. Ongoing field work during construction included analysis and recommendations for urban fill removal and repair of
damaged subgrade soils. New sheet‐pile retaining walls were included in the development along the Milwaukee river as part of the
new Riverwalk.
Palouse Wind Farm, Whitman County, Washington. Mr. Graham was the geotechnical engineer of record for a 56 wind turbine
generator (WTG) and associated substructures project in eastern Washington. As lead field and project engineer/manager, Mr.
Graham coordinated the field work activities and drilling directions. Mr. Graham or peoples under his direct supervision were
responsible for drilling over 100 borings utilizing both soil and rock coring techniques in a 12 square‐mile area. Mr. Graham
analyzed the field and laboratory data to provide recommendations for the development, including WTG foundation design
parameters, paved and aggregate (gravel) roadway design, foundation design for transmission line towers, electrical soil resistivity
analysis for electrical grounding, seismic design characterization and recommendations regarding ancillary buildings and earthwork
throughout the project. Mr. Graham’s design was submitted to a third party, Garrad Hassin (GH) Review and was determined to be
free of errors and returned with zero comments. Analyses included bearing capacity, settlement (both soil and fractured bedrock),
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soil reaction to cyclical loading, moduli calculations and electrical resistivity computations. Mr. Graham also provided in situ testing
criteria related to geotechnical criteria during the construction process.
Sheet Pile Retaining Wall, Near Hager City, Wisconsin. Mr. Graham was the lead field engineer and field manager for the design
and construction oversight for a new ~1,600‐foot sheet pile retaining wall along an existing railroad track. Mr. Graham’s
responsibilities included scheduling and organization of field work activities and staffing during construction oversight. Mr.
Graham directed drilling operations along the retaining wall alignment and researched additional published work to minimize
change order potential during the construction.
West Valley High School MSE‐type Retaining Wall, Yakima, Washington. Mr. Graham completed the field work and provided
multiple designs for a design‐build MSE‐type retaining wall as part of an overall campus improvement. The retaining wall was on
the order of 175 feet long and up to 19 feet high (exposed height). Perched groundwater required dewatering operations during
construction and on‐call engineering recommendations at the request of the contractor. Being part of a design‐build team, Mr.
Graham worked directly with the general contractor to aid in the development of an economical and stable retaining wall, while
adapting to a constantly changing financial and aesthetic environment.
Butter Creek Wind Farm Expansion, Umatilla and Morrow Counties, Oregon. Mr. Graham was the lead field manager and
provided a majority of the analysis for the expansion of 20 new WTGs at the existing Butter Creek Wind Project located in north‐
central Oregon. Mr. Graham’s responsibilities included scheduling and organization of field work activities. Foundation systems for
the WTGs utilized the proprietary Patrick & Henderson (P&H) semi‐deep, tensionless foundation system, requiring specific
parameters for stable foundation design. In addition to the foundation design parameters, Mr. Graham was also responsible for
field work and recommendations regarding development of the roadways, electrical substation and other ancillary construction.
Mr. Graham served as the primary author of the final geotechnical report and provided a majority of the design calculations.
Eisenhower High School Replacement, Yakima, Washington. Mr. Graham managed the field investigation and served as a lead
author and engineering point‐of‐contact for the largest publicly‐funded project in Yakima in over 20 years. Mr. Graham’s
responsibilities involved scheduling and conducting a multi‐faceted subsurface investigation while school was in session. Mr.
Graham worked in team environment to provide a full geotechnical analysis of the site, including foundation design and bearing
zone improvement recommendations, providing criteria for disqualification of unsuitable native soils, and recommendations for
storm water retention and disposal. Further analysis and recommendations were provided for on‐site retaining walls (both cast‐in‐
place concrete walls and MSE‐type retaining walls). Mr. Graham served as primary field engineer during the construction process.
White Wings Solar Energy Facility, La Paz County, Arizona. Mr. Graham completed the field work for a proposed (but never
completed) experimental solar energy facility located in rural La Paz County, Arizona. Field work activities consisted of over 50 soil
borings to depths of up to 100 feet. Settlement tolerances for the primary central tower structure (approximately 60 feet high and
with a required allowable bearing capacity of 5 ksf) was limited to less than 1 inch. Geotechnical design provided analysis and
recommendations for both settlement analysis for the large central tower structure and uplift resistance for over 100 focusing
mirrors. Although the structure was not built (on account of funding issues), significant team‐based and value engineering was
exercised between the geotechnical, civil, and structural engineering groups. As a staff engineer, Mr. Graham was responsible for
subsurface exploration, site characterization and providing geotechnical recommendations.
Arizona State University Dormitories, Tempe, Arizona. Arizona State University (ASU) expanded the student housing facilities in
2003. Mr. Graham toured the existing structures and conducted a thorough subsurface exploration for the proposed new multi‐
story structures. The proposed dormitories were on the order of 15 stories with basements. Groundwater in the area was on the
order of 12 feet bgs, requiring additional dewatering and waterproofing recommendations for the structure. Additionally, the
presence of high plasticity (fat) clays required the use of lime‐stabilization methods to ensure that floor slabs would not be subject
to uncompensated swelling pressures. Mr. Graham performed the complete field investigation and aided in the identification of
swelling soils. Mr. Graham aided in the development of settlement analysis and was the primary author on the final geotechnical
report.
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GEOPHYSICAL TESTING
48‐inch High Pressure Water Main, US Hwy 89, Northern Arizona. A planned 48‐inch diameter high pressure water main
required exploration of the subsurface along various portions of its transect. Throughout the planned approximately 37‐mile
transect, several portions were not accessible using standard geotechnical exploration equipment (i.e., drill rigs, back hoes). As a
result, a combination of seismic (reflection and refraction), electrical resistivity and ground penetrating radar (GPR) was utilized to
explore the soil and rock conditions. Mr. Graham took part in the field investigation, as well as performed the necessary
calculations to determine the properties of the rock and soil along the alignment.
Rock Joint Mapping, Private Residence, Phoenix, Arizona. A proposed home was planned for a seismically active mountainside
located in Phoenix, Arizona. Several rock outcroppings showing distinct joint orientation were noted in the area, causing the City to
initiate rock and joint pattern mapping of the area for any planned development or cuts into the rock face. Seismic refraction and
reflection testing were utilized to aid in delineation of inherently weak and/or fractured zones within the subsurface rock. Multi‐
channel testing with multiple shot locations was utilized by Mr. Graham and his team during the investigation. Information
collected from the seismic investigation was analyzed to determine locations of weakness and areas of secondary exploration
utilizing rock coring techniques.
Existing Pavement Evaluation, Desert Claim Wind Project, Kittitas County, Washington. Mr. Graham aided in the field work
and interpretation of data collected using GPR during evaluation of existing roads for potential haul routes for development of a
wind farm in central Washington. Mr. Graham collected data along approximately 23 miles of existing pavement using a pull‐
behind GPR system. GPR data collected was analyzed and used to determine average thicknesses of asphalt pavements and
aggregate base course materials, as well as locations of very shallow groundwater and bedrock.
PAVEMENT DESIGN AND EVALUATION
1005th and State Highway 35 Turn Lane, Pierce County, Wisconsin. Mr. Graham conducted the subsurface investigation and
geotechnical analysis for a proposed new turn lane to be frequented by dump trucks and other heavy traffic loads at the
intersection of a State Highway and a local rural road in northwestern Wisconsin. Subsurface exploration in the area consisted of
several shallow test borings and geotechnical testing of the recovered materials. Geotechnical analysis using Wisconsin
Department of Transportation (DOT)‐approved methods allowed for a reduction of approximately ½‐inch of asphalt concrete
pavement.
Miller Ranch Wind Project Haul Road Design, Klickitat County, Washington. Mr. Graham conducted a thorough investigation of
existing paved and unpaved roadways and subsurface conditions to determine the life of existing pavements and provide
recommendations for new pavements in anticipation of the heavily loaded trucks required for the wind farm development. Mr.
Graham determined the existing pavement conditions using a combination of pavement coring and falling‐weight deflectometer
data. Those areas without existing pavement were subject to subsurface investigation utilizing soil borings (both hand auger and
drill rig borings). Mr. Graham utilized the expected loading and trailer geometries to determine the expected equivalent single axle
loads (ESALs) for the entire wind farm project and determine what repairs or new designs would be required to provide economical
and comfortable travel lanes. Mr. Graham’s design was approved without protest by both the County and the wind farm developer
and provided suitable driving conditions through the construction process and maintained its integrity following completion of the
project.
FedEx Distribution Hub, Hermiston, Oregon. Mr. Graham performed analysis to determine the thicknesses for economical and
stable pavements. The facility saw well over 300 trucks during peak periods and was subject to several stopping and turning loads.
Mr. Graham analyzed the results of a subsurface exploration to determine appropriate thicknesses for flexible and rigid pavements
and base course. As part of rigid pavement design, Mr. Graham also determined reinforcing steel locations and layouts, as well as
provided recommendations for construction joint placement.
Maricopa County Post Offices, Maricopa County, Arizona. Mr. Graham aided in the evaluation and recommendations for repair
and/or replacement to several post offices located within Maricopa County. Mr. Graham observed the paved areas to delineate
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areas of high traffic loading (braking areas, turning areas, loading docks, etc.) and completed several hand auger borings and
pavement cores to determine the existing pavement conditions. Mr. Graham, where possible, provided recommendations for
repair of worn pavements and replacement of pavements when repair was no longer economically feasible. Mr. Graham’s provided
cost savings to the client such that he provided continuing on‐call services for other post offices in the surrounding areas.
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Summary of Experience

Education
B.S., Geology, Ball State University,
Muncie, Indiana, 1989
Post‐Graduate Studies, Hydrogeology,
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale,
Illinois, 1989‐1991

Areas of Specialization








Site Investigation Scope and
Implementation
PFAS Investigation and
Remediation
Remedial Design and
Implementation
Chlorinated and Petroleum
Hydrocarbon Subsurface Fate and
Transport
Soil and Groundwater Treatment
and Disposal
Due Diligence
State Leaking Underground
Storage Tank Fund Reimbursement
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Mr. Hedinger has formal training as a hydrogeologist and has 28 years of experience in
environmental site investigation, remediation, and project management. He has
managed projects ranging from Phase I Environmental Site Assessments (ESAs) to
complex remediation projects, including data management and review in support of
due diligence for multiple properties, litigation matters, and risk transfer projects. His
technical experience primarily includes performing and managing soil and groundwater
investigations of organic compounds, management and review of technical
information, evaluation of technical information to develop remedial strategies, design
and implementation of remedial strategies, data reduction and preparation of technical
reports, negotiation with regulatory agencies, interaction and development of client
relationships, and overall project management. Mr. Hedinger has been involved in a
wide variety of sites including petroleum and chemical storage facilities, railroad
properties, Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) facilities, and commercial
and industrial properties. His work has been focused in Wisconsin for the last 21 years,
but prior to 1995, his project experience was focused in the southwestern United
States.

Relevant Project Experience
Overall job responsibilities include managing site investigation and remediation
projects for private and municipal clients. In this role, Mr. Hedinger is responsible for
managing the project scope, developing the schedule and budget, managing health
and safety aspects, communicating with the client, ensuring the work is completed in
accordance with the scope of work, interaction with property owners and tenants to
complete the work, preparation and review of documents for submittal to regulatory
agencies, interaction with the client to address issues on the projects, and overall
project management from inception to completion.
Confidential Client, Michigan. Provided environmental oversight and management
for the investigation and remediation of PFAS impacts from a former tannery
operation and waste disposal sites.



Reviewed historical information to determine the potential location of potential
historic waste disposal sites.



Field reconnaissance of potential waste disposal areas for evidence of disposal
activities. This included performing exploratory field sampling, magnetometer
surveys, and installation of temporary monitoring wells in ana around the potential
areas.



Provided oversight of the remediation activities to remove waste materials that
were historically placed as fill material in ravines. This included coordinating
activities with State regulatory agencies, town officials, and landowners for
removal of the materials, developing remediation and excavation plans to
efficiently remove the material, management of subcontractors performing the
excavation and off‐site transportation of the material, documenting the work
activities, determining the extent of excavation, and oversight of the restoration of
the site.
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Field lead for the USEPA‐led investigation of PFAS impacts to soil, groundwater, and sediment from the former tannery
operations. This included coordination and implementation of the scope of work, development and implementation of
standard operating procedures for sample collection, coordination and training of personnel performing the work,
management of the scope of work and sample collection, interaction with the laboratory for sample analysis, data review and
report preparation. The investigation was performed on the former tannery property and along the adjacent river. The scope
of work consisted of advancing approximately 100 soil boring, collecting 100 sediment samples from 10 transects, and
sampling of approximately 60 monitoring wells of varying depths.



Field lead for oversight of USEPA‐led remedial activities at the former tannery site to address the areas of immediate health
risk. This included oversight of soil excavation activities in select areas of the property, in areas adjacent to the property and
within the river. This included regular interaction with the USEPA on the schedule of activities and progress on remedial
activities, coordination and interaction with the contractors performing the excavation activities, oversight of field
confirmation sampling, management of groundwater in the excavations, documentation of the field activities and compliance
of the remedial action levels, restoration of the excavation areas including the river bank, and data review and report
preparation.

Trent Tube, East Troy, Wisconsin. Development and implementation of a remedial strategy, under a guaranteed fixed price
arrangement, for a 20‐acre industrial property that manufactured stainless steel tube products. Soil and groundwater data
collected during the site investigation identified areas affected by metals, chlorinated hydrocarbon, and polychlorinated biphenyls
that required remediation. A groundwater extraction system was installed at the site in 1999, to control the off‐site migration of
the chlorinated hydrocarbons into an adjacent creek. The chlorinated hydrocarbon groundwater plume persisted in the
environment from 1999 to 2018. The site was evaluated to determine if a different remedial strategy could be implemented to
address the groundwater impacts. In addition, a remedial strategy was developed to evaluate other portions of the site that
previously contained wastewater treatment ponds and lagoons. The remedial strategy was developed as a comprehensive solution
that considers the site conditions and the proposed development plan. Responsibilities for this project included overall project
management, supervision of the groundwater extraction operation and maintenance, management of documents and technical
data, coordination of remedial activities with site development contractors, evaluation of fate and transport of chlorinated
hydrocarbons in the subsurface, preparation of technical documents for submittal to the WDNR.
Green Tech Station, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. This site was used as a bulk petroleum storage facility in the mid‐1900s, and had
railroad spurs that crossed the site. The site had a former stream area that was filled. The planned use for the site was an
educational park to demonstrate storm water technologies and green infrastructure. This included bioswales, an on‐site cistern to
store storm water, and areas of trees and prairie plantings. A site investigation was completed at the site and identified petroleum
products in groundwater and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in soils. The soil and groundwater data were evaluated with
a focus on developing a remedial closure strategy that incorporated the planned site use and institutional controls to satisfy the
requirements of NR 700. A soil management plan was submitted to and approved by the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources (WDNR) to manage excavated soils during construction. The responsibilities on this project included evaluating soil and
groundwater data to meet the planned site use, regulatory interaction for the approval of the soil management plan, and oversight
of excavation contractors during construction activities.
Various Properties, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Performed Phase I ESA activities for the Housing Authority of the City of Milwaukee
to identify recognized environmental conditions (RECs) and impairment to the properties. This included reviewing historic records
and documents and evaluating the site for evidence of environmental impairment.
Former Westinghouse Facility, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Implemented a soil and groundwater remedial strategy at a former
transformer repair facility. The soil and groundwater at the site were affected by various constituents including mixed wastes of
petroleum, chlorinated solvents, and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). The technical information collected at the site by three
previous consultants was reviewed and used to develop a comprehensive remedial strategy. The remedial strategy was presented
to the regulatory agency and approval was granted. The responsibilities on this project included the implementation of the
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remedial strategies and regulatory negotiation, waste disposal characterization and coordination, data and document
management, preparation of bid specifications, preparation and evaluation of contractor bids, daily coordination of remediation
and laboratory service providers, management of waste disposal documentation, and preparation of technical documentation
reports.
Confidential Project, Appleton, Wisconsin. Provided support of a litigation case involving the release of hexavalent chromium in
the manufacturing of drilling fluid additives. The manufacturing operations were conducted by multiple parties over the course of
approximately 40 years. The litigation matter was initiated by the current operator to recover costs for remedial activities that had
been performed from our client, a previous operator of the site. The client requested an evaluation of the appropriateness and
necessity of the remedial activities and the development of a cost separation methodology. Responsibilities on this project
included management of documents provided by the defendant, a thorough review of the site history and soil and groundwater
data collected by other environmental consultants, evaluation of chromium fate and transport in soil and groundwater,
development of a reasonable remedial strategy to estimate an appropriate remedial cost for the site, development of several
allocation methodologies, and review of other expert depositions for evidence to support the cost allocation methodology. This
case was settled with the client making payment for a percentage of the past and future remedial costs in return for
indemnification from the current operator for environmental liabilities.
Confidential Project, Wichita, Kansas. Provided assistance in support of a litigation case involving the release of chlorinated
hydrocarbons from operations associated with the manufacturing of printed circuit boards. The purpose of the litigation was for
the client to recover remedial costs incurred from previous owners and operators of the property. The chlorinated hydrocarbons
were released from multiple operations that were relocated as the facility expanded. The client was not responsible for the
operation of each of the potential source locations. Responsibilities on this project included managing technical and non‐technical
documents pertaining to the investigation and remediation of the site, performing a thorough review of the project
documentation, identifying potential sources of chlorinated hydrocarbon release, evaluating the distribution of the chlorinated
hydrocarbon mass as it related to each of the potential source areas, evaluating the hydrogeological properties of the site as it
related to the fate and transport of the chlorinated hydrocarbons in the subsurface environment, assisting with the preparation of a
technical opinion report and a subsequent rebuttal report, and assisting in the development of a cost allocation methodology. This
litigation matter was favorably settled for the client and significant costs were recovered from the previous owners based on the
allocation methodology.
Strip Shopping Center, Elmhurst & Northlake, Illinois. Provided environmental services for properties that previously contained
a dry‐cleaning operation in Chicago metro area under the Site Remediation Program using the focused site investigation process.
Responsibilities on this site were to coordinate activities to complete the site investigation to delineate soil and groundwater
impacts, develop a remedial strategy for addressing the soil and groundwater exposure pathways, complete the Tier 2 modeling to
document compliance with the remediation objectives, notification to the municipalities regarding residual soil and groundwater
impacts, prepare and submit the required regulatory reports to obtain a NFR letter from the regulatory agency, and management
of the overall scope and budget.
Maxus Exploration, Spearman, Texas. Performed a subsurface investigation relating to an alleged release of inorganic
contaminants from a former salt water injection well near Spearman, Texas. A homeowner adjacent to the former injection well
alleged that prior salt water injection activities had adversely impacted the groundwater quality in their potable well. In response, a
monitoring well was advanced to approximately 300 feet below ground surface into the Ogallala formation and groundwater
samples were collected at six intervals. The results of the well sampling eliminated the former injection well as a source of the
impacts on the potable well. Responsibilities on this project included coordinating drilling services at a remote location, supervising
the installation of the 300‐foot groundwater monitoring, development of the monitoring well, collection and documentation of
field data, collection of soil and groundwater samples, management and review of field documentation, and technical data for
accuracy and consistency.
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Walgreens Property, Mishawaka, Indiana. Provided environmental services for site investigation in Indiana at a property that was
previously operated as a gas station but was currently a Walgreens pharmacy. Responsibilities included developing a scope and
budget to complete the site investigation, developing a remedial options report to identify the appropriate remedial actions for
remediating the soil and groundwater, providing input on the design of a soil vapor extraction and air sparge system (SVE/AS),
coordinating with Walgreens for access to implement the installation and operation of the remediation system, coordinating
scheduling, and implementing the SVE/AS system at an operating Walgreens pharmacy, coordinating the operation and
maintenance of the SVE/AS system, collecting of air and groundwater samples to monitoring the effectiveness of the system,
preparing system performance reports for the client, preparing required regulatory reports, and managing the overall scope and
budget.
7‐Eleven, Cleveland Metro Area, Ohio. Provided remediation services for a site with an existing tenant of the current property
owner in the Cleveland metro area at which free product persisted and was hindering regulatory closure of the project.
Responsibilities included reviewing the soil and groundwater data that was collected at the site, coordinating the periodic removal
of free product form the on‐site wells until a remedial plan could be developed and implemented, designing a pilot test to evaluate
enhanced fluid recovery as a viable option for remediation of the site, coordinating and implementing an enhanced fluid recovery
test, obtaining regulatory approvals for completing the test, reviewing the data and subsequent monitoring to determine the
effectiveness of the enhance fluid recovery pilot test, coordinating field and office staff from the Cleveland office to complete the
field work and report preparation, negotiation of environmental covenants for the property and one off‐site property, and
management of the overall scope and budget.

Publications and Presentations
Esling, S.P., McDonald, T., Hedinger, K., Brammer, J., Caudle, R.D., Malinconico, L.L., Jr. Development of a Methodology for Field Determination, of
Hydrologic System Components on Abandoned and Reclaimed Coal Refuse Sites, National Mine Land Reclamation Center, Midwest Region, Final Report,
Coal Research Center, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois, May 26, 1995.

Certifications/Training




40‐Hour OSHA Health and Safety Training
8‐Hour OSHA Hazwoper Supervisor Training
8‐Hour OSHA Refresher
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John C. Osborne, P.G.
Senior Principal
Education

Summary of Experience

B.S., 1985, Geological Sciences,
University of Wisconsin‐Milwaukee

Mr. Osborne has performed as Principal‐in‐Charge or Senior Hydrogeologist/Project
Manager for over 25 years in the fields of environmental and groundwater consulting.
As the Principal‐in‐Charge and Senior Hydrogeologist, he has developed technical
strategies on a large diversity of hydrogeologic, contaminant transport, and
groundwater resource projects. Responsibilities have included the geological and
hydrogeological site characterizations and development of defendable conceptual site
models (CSMs) in a variety of geological terrains including fractured crystalline and
carbonate bedrock systems. He has managed major soil and groundwater
contamination investigations associated with chlorinated solvent sites, industrial
landfills, hazardous waste releases and bulk petroleum storage facilities; and multi‐
faceted environmental due diligence support related to the acquisition of
commercial/industrial operations and redevelopment of urban properties. Expert
testimony in support of litigation has been provided in the areas involving Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Corrective Action and evaluating
environmental liabilities related to de‐valued contaminated properties, State
regulatory violations and professional standard‐of‐care issues and in evaluation of
Vapor Intrusion (VI) systems, VI mitigation effectiveness and VI system monitoring and
maintenance. Mr. Osborne also offers a unique blend of technical expertise in
hydrogeology and contaminant transport with regulatory negotiating experience that
enables the development of sound strategies for site characterization, remediation and
closure that effectively manages risk on behalf o the client while establishing a
beneficial working relationship with regulators.

M.S., 1991, Geological Sciences,
University of Wisconsin‐Milwaukee

Licenses & Registrations
Professional Geologist, Wisconsin, #676

Areas of Specialization









Subsurface Investigations and
Remedial Actions Involving
Petroleum and Chlorinated
Hydrocarbons
Hydrogeologic Site Characterization
Vapor Intrusion Assessment and
Mitigation
Regional Groundwater Flow
Evaluation
Superfund and RCRA Corrective
Action
Commercial and Industrial Site
Redevelopment
Groundwater Resource Assessment

Project management tasks have also included remedial investigation/feasibility
studies, preliminary and final remedial system design and remedial construction as the
prime contractor on National Priority List (NPL) sites. Mr. Osborne has taken active
roles in representing clients and presenting technical issues to the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) and Department of Justice (DoJ), the
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) and many other state regulatory
agencies. He offers technical expertise in bridging complex site development issues
such as civil engineering, geotechnical, environmental and regulatory concerns that
typically characterize Brownfield properties. He has specialized experience in the areas
of groundwater flow interpretations and contaminant transport involving the
characterization of subsurface impacts from dense non‐aqueous phase liquids
(DNAPLs) in porous media and fractured bedrock environments. Additional expertise
is offered in the design of groundwater isolation and dewatering systems, the
integration of surface geophysical methods during site characterization activities and
the evaluation of regional groundwater resource and drinking water quality issues. His
professional experience is described below.

Relevant Project Experience
Senior Principal, GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc., Waukesha/Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Operations. At GZA, Mr. Osborne manages technical staff and operates as principal‐
in‐charge and project manager for a broad spectrum of environmental and
hydrogeological consulting projects. Project sizes vary from NPL and Superfund sites
to environmental site assessments (ESAs) and RCRA closure projects. The Milwaukee

GZA. Known for excellence. Built on trust.
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operation, through technical quality and ongoing consideration of the client's perspective, has developed a strong reputation in the
consulting field.
RCRA CORRECTIVE ACTION AND NPL/SUPERFUND SITE EXPERIENCE
Principal in Charge ‐ RCRA Corrective Action – Closure of Hoover and Universal Die Casting, Saline, Michigan. Was asked on
behalf of a global manufacturer to take over the project management of the closure of the former Hoover manufacturing facility
under a Record of Decision from another consultant and provide a stronger negotiation strategy with the USEPA Region V project
team. Provided independent data analysis, conducted several additional rounds of data collection to close data gaps, provided
RCRA Corrective Action Proposals and are presently in final stages of a revised approach to receive RCRA closure in 2014. Included
river sediment evaluations, groundwater analyses, soil data collection and analysis and landfill characterization, remedial strategy
development and co‐negotiations with USEPA RCRA Department and the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ).
Principal in Charge ‐ RCRA Corrective Action – Litigation Support and Expert Witness – Former Hoover and Universal Die
Casting, Saline, Michigan. Litigation support in defense of client in Federal Court in an attempt to drive USEPA enforcement
action and in support of a RCRA counterclaim. Provided both fact and expert witness depositions and testimony on behalf of client,
including three days of Federal Court testimony. Both cases were won resulting favorable settlements on behalf of the client.
Project Manager ‐ RCRA Closure Assessment ‐ The Marley Company, Davenport, Iowa. Performed RCRA Closure activities for a
hazardous waste storage area, including geologic and hydrogeologic characterization, infield soil sampling and gas
chromatography and monitoring system installation and sampling, preparing the RCRA closure report and conducting meetings
and negotiations with USEPA project team.
Principal‐in‐Charge ‐ NPL Site, Preliminary Investigation and RI/FS Related to Landfilling of Industrial By‐Products;
Confidential Industrial Client. Managed and oversaw the investigation of groundwater contamination migrating from multiple
industrial waste disposal areas in a fractured carbonate aquifer. Investigation techniques included seismic refraction and
electromagnetic induction geophysical methods, installation of monitoring wells and physical and geochemical characterization of
the groundwater flow system. Reporting to the USEPA Region VII included preparation of a Remedial Investigation (RI) Work Plan,
Health and Safety Plan, Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) Project Plans and RI/Feasibility Study (FS) Report.
Principal‐in‐Charge ‐ NPL Site, Remedial Design and Construction to Address Closure of Industrial By‐Products Landfilling
Areas; Confidential Industrial Client. Managed and oversaw the remedial design plan for the closure of multiple areas where
landfilling of industrial by‐products had occurred. The design included the preparation of re‐grading plans involving the
consolidation and capping of disposal areas with natural materials. In addition, the remedy included the design of a pH water
neutralization plant capable of treating impacted water at a rate of 300 gallons per minute (gpm).
Project Manager ‐ West Quarry Superfund Site RI/FS and Remedial Design, Mason City, Iowa; Holcim (US), Inc./formerly
Holnam, Inc. Performed RI/FS study, remedial design, pilot testing, as well as plans and specifications for the capping and closure
of a 119‐acre cement kiln dust landfill. Hydrogeologic characterization and determination of the extent of groundwater impacts in
a fractured carbonate aquifer. Conducted geophysical surveys, aquifer pumping tests, collected groundwater samples and
performed stream gauging as part of data collection activities. Other work tasks conducted included preparing work plans,
directing field staff, interpreting chemical and physical data, conducting groundwater flow modeling and performing a risk
assessment to evaluate exposure potential to private and municipal wells. Also conducted the FS, and through careful integration
of client's interests and regulatory concerns, recommended a remedial strategy that was selected by USEPA and incorporated into
the Site Record of Decision. The preliminary and final remedial design phases included the oversight of a technical design for a
Programmable‐Logic‐Controlled hydraulic isolation system, Consent Decree negotiations with the USEPA/DoJ and solicitation and
selection of construction bids.
Project Manager ‐ Remedial Construction, West Quarry Superfund Site, Mason City, Iowa; Holcim (US), Inc./formerly
Holnam, Inc. Managed the remedial construction as the prime contractor for a $2.7 million project. Actual construction included
the installation of over 220,000 cubic yards (yd3) of clay cap, a bedrock extraction well network with over 7,000 feet of distribution
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piping and a water treatment facility capable of receiving flows of over 500 gpm with remote monitoring capabilities. Following
successful operation of the remediation system, the site was de‐listed from the NPL by the USEPA.
INDUSTRIAL SITE/BROWNFIELD REDEVELOPMENT
Principal Hydrogeologist, Chlorinated Solvent Site Re‐Characterization and Remedial Planning at a Former Industrial Site,
Confidential Client, Northern Indiana. In 2008, GZA was asked by a Fortune 100 manufacturing company to review remedial
progress of a large‐scale hydraulic remediation system that was pumping over 1 million gallons per day (gpd) in an effort to control
a chlorinated solvent plume from migrating beneath residential areas. Our analysis began with reviewing over 20 years of soil and
groundwater data gathered by other environmental consultants related to multiple trichloroethene (TCE) releases. GZA was asked
to evaluate the effectiveness of the remedial system and evaluate remedial alternatives to bring the site to closure. GZA conducted
a series of vertical and horizontal sampling profiles to analyze mass loading of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) to the aquifer
under the former industrial plant. As part of this evaluation, GZA discovered that the existing groundwater remediation system
was not controlling shallow TCE migration in an area of residential neighborhoods resulting in a potential vapor inhalation risk and
liability exposure to the client. GZA managed and lead a communication effort with local health departments, the Indiana
Department of Environmental Management (IDEM) and the client to allay possible concerns and provide useful information to
property owners. GZA worked with residences to obtain authorization to conduct vapor intrusion assessments. In 2011, sub‐slab
soil gas and/or indoor air quality were evaluated in 24 buildings overlying the shallow groundwater plume and 15 ventilation
systems were installed in homes with indoor air TCE concentrations exceeding IDEM’s 30‐year residential indoor air action level.
Currently, remedial alternatives are being evaluated for implementation in 2012 to replace the groundwater remediation system
which has outlived its useful life and allow redevelopment of the property.
Principal Hydrogeologist, Site Investigation, Remediation Planning and Monitoring of Dry Cleaning, Solvent Release,
Confidential Client, Grafton, Wisconsin. GZA was engaged by legal counsel to evaluate the source and extent of chlorinated
solvent contamination (tetrachloroethylene [PCE]) at an industrial property surrounded by residential properties and an abutting
high‐capacity municipal water supply well. Following substantial historical review and interviews of former employees, GZA
discovered that a historical owner of the property manufactured and tested dry cleaning machines on the property. This evidence
was presented by legal counsel to the WDNR and resulted in the naming of an additional responsible party to cost share in
mitigation of the problem. GZA’s investigation revealed a shallow clay zone containing over 95% of the total solvent mass
released. However, underlying the clay zone was a permeable sand and gravel layer through which dissolved‐phase VOCs were
migrating off‐site and under residential neighborhoods. Following delineation of the off‐site plume, it became apparent that vapor
intrusion assessments on 15 residential properties were necessary. GZA coordinated and executed a communication plan with
residents, performed sub‐slab sampling and conducted mitigation where state levels were exceeded. At the source area, GZA has
presented a thermal remediation plan to address the high levels of solvent resident in clays. Implementation elements of the
remedial plan are presently under consideration.
Project Manager/Principal‐in‐Charge ‐ Industrial Site Redevelopment for Northeast Milwaukee; Altman, Kritzer and Levick,
S.C. Conducted pre‐acquisition due diligence activities on an approximately 16‐acre industrial property formerly used for extensive
railroad operations and maintenance, lumber yard and bulk petroleum storage activities to be developed for a large retail facility.
Activities managed included Phase I ESAs, Phase II investigation of subsurface impacts and quantification of environmental
liabilities including asbestos‐containing materials (ACMs) related to site purchase and development. A Grant of Exemption to
Construct on an Abandoned Landfill was requested and obtained from WDNR pursuant to Chapter NR 500 in order to develop and
manage foundry residues on the Site. A Materials Management Plan (MMP) was prepared for the site construction activities and
implemented with the cooperation of the site contractors resulting in the proper handling and displacement of the regulated
material. Significant cost saving were realized through on‐site management of the foundry material instead of off‐site disposal.
The site was also received into the Voluntary Party Liability Exemption (VPLE) Program administered by WDNR.
Project Manager/Principal‐in‐Charge ‐ Demolition and Redevelopment of Nakoma Plaza, Madison, Wisconsin; Altman,
Kritzer and Levick, S.C. Conducted pre‐acquisition due diligence activities on two adjacent commercial and industrial properties
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with documented soil and groundwater contamination. Assisted in negotiating environmental agreements with sellers, conducted
comprehensive asbestos inspections and hazardous materials inventories of buildings slated for demolition. Proceeded with large‐
scale, pre‐demolition asbestos‐containing building material (ACBM) abatement and hazardous materials management. Also
conducted combined environmental and geotechnical investigations to define the extent of impact from multiple source areas that
had migrated within an intermittent perched saturated zone and regional sand and gravel aquifer. Entered site into the State of
Wisconsin VPLE Program and managed program requirements during the fast‐tracked demolition and reconstruction process. Also
assisted with the preparation of a Wisconsin Department of Commerce (Commerce) Brownfield Development Grant that resulted
in the award of $750,000. Remediation was conducted of primary source areas coupled with an MMP approved by WDNR that
enabled off‐site disposal of impacted soil to be minimized. Supplementing this work was a geotechnical evaluation of low‐strength
soil and providing foundation criteria for a 120,000 square‐foot building design. This combined scope of work culminated in the
issuance of a Certificate of Completion for the client under the VPLE program.
Principal‐in‐Charge ‐ Comprehensive Environmental Due Diligence, Multiple Site Investigations and Brownfield
Redevelopment of the Bayshore Town Center, Glendale, Wisconsin. GZA assisted a team of investors, developers and their
legal counsel to evaluate and navigate the environmental risks and potential liabilities related to the redevelopment of Bayshore
Mall into the Bayshore Town Center, a 47‐acre combined retail, commercial and residential development situated on a variety of
previously impacted properties. The project involved multiple Phase I and Phase II ESAs, developing remedial and environmental
costs estimates, working with WDNR and assisting with stakeholder decision making and providing an environmental management
strategy that satisfied the interests of the developers and their regulatory obligations. The project also involved obtaining
exemptions to construct on abandoned landfills, the development and implementation of MMPs, construction observation, the
installation of several hundred thousand square feet of sub‐slab venting systems and post‐construction documentation.
Regulatory closure was obtained on all open cases and the site is proposed for issuance of a VPLE Certificate of Completion.
Principal‐in‐Charge ‐ Milwaukee World Festival Grounds Redevelopment, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The project consisted of
evaluating the site‐wide environmental and geotechnical conditions in consideration of a major reconstruction of the existing
Summerfest festival grounds on the shore of Lake Michigan. Contamination concerns were focused on cyanide contamination and
the presence of a variety of waste/fill that was used to create the landmass several decades ago. A fast‐tracked Exemption to
Construct was obtained through WDNR and an MMP was created to minimize off‐site transport and disposal of contaminated
residues. Six new structures were proposed within close proximity to existing buildings overlying the fill materials. Driven pile
foundations were used for support of the major structures. To address the concern for vibration‐induced settlements of the
existing buildings due to vibration from the pile driving, GZA evaluated the subsurface conditions and established vibration
guidelines to protect the existing buildings. Vibrations were monitored by GZA during pile driving to confirm that vibrations were
within the established guidelines.
Principal‐in‐Charge ‐ Combined Geotechnical and Environmental Evaluation for Lakefront Development; Freedom Education
Center Wing Addition to the War Memorial Art Museum, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Conducted simultaneous investigation of
subsurface geotechnical and environmental conditions that could affect the lakeshore development of this facility, including a
multi‐story parking garage and education wing. Evaluated methane presence, environmental contaminants in groundwater and
construction‐related difficulties, such as dewatering feasibility. GZA was able to show key geotechnical and environmental design
considerations that resulted in significant cost savings to the project. Methane evaluation and design considerations continue.
Project Manager/Principal‐in‐Charge ‐ Contaminated Site Development, Delafield, Wisconsin; Altman, Kritzer and Levick,
S.C. Conducted pre‐acquisition due diligence activities on a former industrial property adjacent to a closed major solid waste
disposal facility. In combination with a geotechnical investigation, managed the Phase I ESA, Phase II investigation of subsurface
impacts and quantification of environmental liabilities related to site purchase and development. During Phase II activities,
methane concentrations were found to exceed 50%, by volume, beneath the property slated for development. Completed an
assessment of methane venting designs and selected an optimal design that would minimize methane gas migration to the sub‐
building area. An active methane venting system was designed, the construction phases inspected in the field and operation and
maintenance of the system is on‐going.
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CHLORINATED VOC INVESTIGATIONS, VAPOR INTRUSION AND REMEDIAL ACTIONS
Principal‐in‐Charge – Revised Remedial Action for a Chlorinated Solvent Impacts in a Shallow Sand and Gravel Aquifer
System; Confidential Manufacturing Client. A large manufacturing client requested the detailed evaluation of the effectiveness
of an existing remedial system and recommendations for revising the entire site remedial strategy. A CVOC mass loading analysis
was performed to understand the distribution of cVOCs in the aquifer. A shallow cVOC plume was identified to extend off site
resulting in a coordinated effort to reach out to off‐Site property owners and conduct an area‐wide vapor intrusion assessment. VI
mitigation systems were install and found to closely reflect the distribution of cVOCs in the aquifer. Fifteen operating VI mitigation
systems continue to operate while Site‐wide remedial actions are carried out.
Project Manager ‐ RI/FS, Appleton, Wisconsin; Confidential International Paper Manufacturer. Conducted multi‐phased RI/FS
of chlorinated solvent contamination and evaluation of DNAPL extent in glacial deposits and a fractured dolomite aquifer in central
Wisconsin. Through the investigation effort, the solvent source was identified beneath the primary manufacturing facility.
Migration of VOCs from the source area extended through a complex sequence of glacial tills and impacted the upper portion of a
regional carbonate and sandstone aquifer. Lead an evaluation of remedial technologies, including soil vapor extraction (SVE), in
situ oxidation, hydraulic isolation and air sparging.
Principal‐in‐Charge ‐ Remedial Technology Peer Review for a Chlorinated Solvent Recovery and Remediation System;
Confidential Manufacturing Client. A large manufacturing client requested the detailed evaluation of the effectiveness of an
existing remedial system and recommendations for revising the entire site remedial strategy. The site involved the release of
hundreds of drums of chlorinated solvents in several areas, the presence of DNAPL in a glacial till and bedrock system and
significant dissolved‐phase contamination attempting to be addressed through an SVE system supplemented with groundwater
pumping. The evaluation revealed significant ineffectiveness of the current system in regards to mass recovery and environmental
repair. As a result of the evaluation, GZA was awarded the site to implement a bio‐stimulation strategy, which was fully accepted
by the regulating agency.
Principal‐in‐Charge ‐ Regional Aquifer Investigation of Chlorinated Solvent Impacts; Confidential International Industrial
Client. On behalf of a confidential client, an investigation of a historical manufacturing site revealed chlorinated solvent impacts
emanating into a regional fractured sandstone aquifer. Other regional investigations determined that a continuous plume of
chlorinated solvent impacts in groundwater extend over a 2‐mile radius and impacted potentially over 250 private residential wells.
A comprehensive investigation of the site was conducted and a detailed 3‐dimensional CSM was developed to demonstrate local
vs. regional impacts. This project involved vertical plume tracking and hydrogeological characterization to depths of up to 400 feet
and an ability to unravel and communicate complex hydrogeological conditions while negotiating with state regulators, setting
technical strategy and providing technical support during the defense of multiple legal claims.
Principal‐in‐Charge ‐ Paper Pulp Landfill Siting and Permitting Study, Ashland, Wisconsin; James River Corporation.
Performed oversight of landfill siting and hydrogeologic characterization activities to prepare a Chapter NR 500 Initial Site Report
and Feasibility Report for approval from WDNR. The investigations included soil boring and monitoring well installation, in‐situ
aquifer testing by measuring groundwater recovery which required more than six months of monitoring, 2‐dimensional
groundwater flow modeling and leachate generation calculations.
Principal‐in‐Charge ‐ RI/FS for the French Island Chlorinated Solvent Burn Pits, La Crosse, Wisconsin. Provided on‐going
technical supervision during RI and FS phases of the project. Continually provided practical, low cost, technology‐appropriate
solutions for the municipality.
Project Manager/Senior Hydrogeologist ‐ Ashland, Wisconsin; Northern States Power Company. Conducted a siting study,
Initial Site Report and FS for a new fly ash disposal facility in the Ashland/Bayfield County area. Performed regional and on‐site
studies of glacial and bedrock geology and hydrogeologic characteristics.
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Project Manager/Hydrogeologist ‐ Rhinelander, Wisconsin; Rhinelander Paper Company. Conducted an evaluation of the
transport and fate of multi‐phase contaminants in the groundwater system from the Rhinelander Paper Company Landfill near
Rhinelander, Wisconsin. Involved an examination of sulfite liquor migration in glacial outwash overlying bedrock, co‐mingling of
pulp landfill leachate and downgradient geochemical evolution of groundwater.
ENVIRONMENTAL DUE DILIGENCE
Principal‐in‐Charge/Project Manager ‐ Multi‐Site Phase I ESA at Retail Operations throughout the United States. Coordinated
a team of environmental staff to conduct fast turnaround Phase I ESAs and asbestos surveys at sites in Arizona, California,
Michigan, Illinois, North Carolina, Mississippi and Wisconsin.
Principal‐in‐Charge/Project Manager ‐ Phase I and II ESAs and ECAs at Manufacturing Operations in Illinois. Conducted pre‐
acquisition Phase I and Phase II ESAs and environmental compliance assessments (ECAs) at a major manufacturing operation,
painting facility and administrative offices. Despite claims of strong environmental performance by the operation and no reported
historical use of industrial solvents, was able to identify a significant chlorinated solvent plume emanating from beneath the facility.
The plume included vinyl chloride concentrations exceeding inhalation standards for workers at the site and an off‐site TCE plume
migrating toward residential areas with groundwater users. Assisted in quantifying the liabilities related to the contamination and
non‐compliance issues while working with a team of attorneys and financial experts.
Principal‐in‐Charge/Project Manager ‐ Multi‐Site ESAs at Closed Retail Operations throughout the East Coast; Kohl’s.
Assisted Kohl’s with the acquisition of the Caldor’s chain of retail operations by performing a fast‐tracked risk ranking of 34
operations throughout the East Coast of the United States. Coordinated a team of environmental staff in multiple GZA offices to
perform site visits, review existing files and to complete a risk ranking of potential environmental concerns related to each facility.
The assessments lead to managing and conducting asbestos inspections and abatement at most operations and geotechnical
investigations in support of building renovations and expansions.
Principal‐in‐Charge/Project Manager ‐ Multi‐Site ESAs at Closing Retail Operations throughout the New England and Atlantic
States; Kohl’s. Assisted Kohl’s with the acquisition of the Bradlees’s chain of retail operations by performing a fast‐tracked risk
ranking of 17 operations throughout the upper East Coast, including New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts, New Hampshire and
Connecticut. Coordinated a team of environmental staff in multiple GZA offices to perform site visits, review existing files and to
complete a risk ranking of potential environmental concerns related each facility.
Principal‐in‐Charge/Project Manager ‐ Multi‐Site ESAs at 42 Locations throughout the Midwestern United States. Assisted in
the pre‐acquisition due diligence of 42 properties scattered throughout the Midwest over a period of 45 days. Coordinated a team
of staff from several GZA offices to conduct the work and then provided recommendations on follow‐up activities while quantifying
environmental liabilities to assist in proper valuation of the real estate deal.

Experience Prior to GZA
Senior Hydrogeologist/Division Manager, Layne GeoSciences, Inc. A Subsidiary of Layne, Inc., Pewaukee, Wisconsin. At
Layne GeoSciences, Inc., Mr. Osborne had extensive experience in the project management of soil and groundwater contamination
studies, as well as in the characterization of physical flow systems for the purpose of groundwater dewatering control and for
geotechnical problems. Incorporated into the range of projects are tasks such as finite difference flow modeling, bedrock fracture
studies and regional aquifer contamination studies.
Project Hydrogeologist, ASHCO, Inc., New Berlin, Wisconsin. Responsibilities included conducting hydrogeologic studies,
groundwater investigations and monitoring designs for solid waste disposal facilities in the pulp and paper and power generation
industries. Also included are landfill capping and liner design, permitting negotiations with the WDNR, clay source determination
and characterization for use in landfill construction and construction management.
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Publications and Presentations
Osborne, J.C., 1991, “An Investigation of Coliform Bacteria Contamination in the Silurian Dolomite Aquifer in the Lisbon Township,” Waukesha
County, Wisconsin.
Osborne, John, C., 2019, PFAS: Life Cycle, Regulations and Solutions ‐ An Overview of Per and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances in the Environment,
AIPG Spring Conference.
Osborne, John, C., 2019, Fate and Transport of PFAS in the Environment, Wisconsin Public Utilities Institute, Madison, WI,
Osborne, John, C., 2019, Investigating and Remediating PFAS in the Environment, Municipal Lawyers Institute, Delavan, WI

Affiliations/Memberships




Association of Groundwater Scientists and Engineers
National Water Well Association
American Institute of Professional Geologists
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SVO8WXO1O8ÿPPÿ1Oÿ0MW8ViMÿ6M1^ÿ1V^ÿS0ÿQjkTÿ_233ÿUMNVO\TÿS332VM2X7ÿ:ÿ;=ÿ6ÿ88ÿ@ÿD5EElJ<ÿ
_Rm0noaÿaR0SoRnmSpoLÿnoaÿYR6qSmmSorÿÿ
6saÿSSTÿ00U7ÿq2O2d1O2MVÿt1VZÿa8X2dVTÿtNW32VdOMVTÿ6192V8ÿUMNVO\Tÿ_2X9MVX2V7ÿe A@ ÿ6ÿf@  ÿÿÿ:ÿ
  ÿ?uÿ`8@ hÿ@ @ hÿ:ÿ@  ÿ6ÿÿ> :ÿ@  ÿvuÿ ÿÿGGHÿÿD5EFwH J<ÿ
x2331d8ÿMyÿp1Zÿ01[Vÿ68d2MV13ÿ_1O8WÿL\XO8bÿSbzWMc8b8VOTÿUMMZÿUMNVO\TÿS332VM2X7ÿ; A @ ÿ{ :hÿ:  hÿ:ÿ
 :8ÿ66ÿ6ÿA8ÿ ÿ6ÿ> :ÿ:   ÿ6ÿ:ÿ?:ÿu ÿ:ÿ>ÿ>ÿ@ ÿ
@A@ <ÿf :8:ÿ:ÿ:ÿ8 ÿ66ÿ>ÿ@|ÿ:   ÿ6ÿ <ÿA: :ÿ}=}fÿ6ÿÿ:ÿ8ÿ
:ÿ:  ÿ>ÿ~uÿ{> ÿÿ> ÿÿ ÿ =f;ÿ:ÿÿ  ÿÿv ÿ @ ÿ:ÿÿ ÿ :8hÿv8: hÿ
:ÿÿ ÿD5EFH J<ÿÿ
Y3NbÿUW88ZÿrW88V[1\ÿmW123ÿ1OÿY3NbÿUW88ZÿsMW8XOÿYW8X8Wc8ÿ1V^ÿrMM^8VM[ÿrWMc8ÿo1ONW8ÿYW8X8Wc8TÿKV2V9MWzMW1O8^ÿ_233ÿUMNVO\Tÿ
S332VM2X7ÿ; A @ ÿ{ :ÿ6ÿ ÿ:ÿ|  ÿ6ÿ8@ÿf uÿ >gÿ<ÿÿ@ ÿ8: ÿ> :ÿ
:   hÿ  ÿIEIÿ:ÿCfeÿ @  hÿ; =hÿ:ÿ; 9ÿ8v@ ÿD5E5EH J<ÿÿ
2^^8Vÿ01Z8ÿsMW8XOÿYW8X8Wc8ÿtW2^d8ÿ68z3198b8VOTÿaM[V8WXÿrWMc8TÿS332VM2X7ÿÿ; A @ ÿ{ :ÿ6ÿ ÿBÿAÿeÿ6ÿ
e8 ÿf8 gÿ:ÿv: ÿ@A@ <ÿÿ@ ÿ8: ÿ> :ÿ:   hÿe8 ÿf8 ghÿ  ÿIEIhÿ
:ÿCfeÿ @  hÿv ÿ :ÿ:ÿ : :ÿ  ÿhÿ:  ÿ>ÿ ÿ̀e79hÿvÿvÿ
@ hÿ:ÿ: A@ ÿ6ÿ@  ÿ ÿD5E5EH J<ÿÿ
a8XÿY312V8Xÿ62c8WÿmW123ÿLMNO4ÿRO8VX2MVTÿUMMZÿUMNVO\TÿS332VM2X7ÿ; A @ ÿ{ :ÿ6ÿ ÿBÿAÿ6ÿfuÿf8 gÿ
:ÿ|  ÿ6ÿ ÿe ÿ ÿ9Aÿÿ8ÿA8ÿ6ÿA<ÿÿ@ ÿ8: ÿ> :ÿ:   hÿ
; =hÿ:ÿ ÿ8AgÿD5E5EH J<ÿ
S332VM2Xÿ6MNO8ÿÿS0ÿÿY8^8XOW21VÿtW2^d8ÿpc8Wz1XXTÿaNY1d8ÿUMNVO\TÿS332VM2X<ÿÿ; A @ ÿ{ :ÿ6ÿ ÿBÿAÿeÿ
6ÿe8 ÿf8 gÿÿÿ̀8:gÿ6ÿ ÿ:ÿ : ÿAÿÿfuÿf uÿBÿA<ÿÿ8: :ÿ
:   ÿ:ÿ ÿ8AgÿD5E5EJ<ÿ
Sapmÿa2XOW29OÿQÿt31VZ8OÿUMVOW19OTÿU4291dMÿnW81TÿS332VM2X<ÿ{ :ÿ6 :ÿ:  ÿ:ÿ:ÿvÿ6ÿ̀e~ÿeÿFÿ> ÿfuhÿ
e8 hÿ hÿ{uhÿ ghÿ:ÿC ÿf8  ÿ6ÿA8ÿ:>gÿ@A@ ÿ<ÿC :ÿ:ÿ>>gÿ:   ÿ
:ÿ:ÿ hÿ ÿ8Agÿ:ÿ ÿ@ÿ@ hÿÿ> ÿÿÿ ÿ6  :ÿ:ÿ8Agÿ@:ÿÿ
ÿ6ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿÿ Hÿv<ÿgÿ:   ÿ8: :ÿ>uÿ> ÿ Aÿ  ÿ8ÿÿ6ÿAhÿ
`ÿ78ÿ=ÿ`A gÿD7̀=J̀ÿhÿ:ÿ8ÿAÿD5EEwH J<ÿÿ
t833ÿ6M1^ÿSbzWMc8b8VOÿYWM89OTÿMb8Wÿr38VTÿS332VM2X7ÿ; A @ ÿ{ :ÿ6ÿC ÿf8 gÿe~ÿ:ÿ@A@ ÿÿ? ÿ
9:<ÿÿ@ ÿ8: ÿ> :ÿ:   hÿ; 9ÿ8v@ hÿ; = `ffeehÿ  ÿIEIÿ:ÿCfeÿ @  ÿD5EFlH
 J<ÿÿ
oMWO4ÿU8VOW13ÿaNY1d8ÿ62c8WÿmW123ÿRO8VX2MVTÿaNY1d8ÿUMNVO\TÿS332VM2X7ÿÿ; A @ ÿ{ :ÿ6ÿ ÿBÿAÿeÿ6ÿ
e8 ÿf8 gÿ:ÿ|  ÿ6ÿ ÿ7ÿf ÿe8 ÿ9Aÿÿg@ÿ:ÿÿÿCg ÿC:ÿ̀7=ÿ̀ <ÿ
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ÿÿ6 ÿ78ÿ9 8ÿ8 :ÿ ÿ7;<:ÿ=7ÿ>7<:ÿ ÿ?@?:ÿ8ÿA>=ÿ6 :ÿBC:ÿ

 D>>==ÿEF@GHI JKÿÿ
LM32NOPQNÿRM2S8ÿTM2UO8ÿ68V3198W8NPXÿY1NQS8MÿZ1M[Xÿ\332NQ2]7ÿB ; 6 ÿ^ 8ÿ_ÿ6;6 ÿÿ ÿC ÿ=;ÿ̀8ÿ
;ÿ ÿA ÿaÿ=7 ÿb;Kÿÿ6 ÿ78 ÿ9 8ÿ8   :ÿB C:ÿ=7 ÿ>7 <:ÿ  ÿ?@?:ÿ8ÿ
A>=ÿ 6  ÿEF@F@I JKÿÿ
c1P1328ÿdM88[ÿeM123XÿfQgP4h8]P8MNÿdQQ[ÿdQgNPiXÿ\332NQ2]7ÿB ; 6 ÿ^ 8ÿ_ÿ ÿjÿ;ÿ_ÿ>kÿ>7 <ÿ8ÿ
G5I6 ÿlÿ> kÿÿKÿÿ6 ÿ78 ÿ9 8ÿ8   :ÿB bÿ7`6 :ÿ ÿ7;<:ÿB CÿEF@GmI
 JKÿ
Zn82nn8Mÿ6Q1UÿopP8N]2QNXÿqM1N[nQMPXÿ\332NQ2]7ÿB ; 6 ÿ^ 8ÿ_ÿ ÿ8ÿr  ÿ_ÿ_ __ÿb8ÿ_6ÿsKKÿ5@ÿÿ
>8ÿC; 7 Kÿÿ6 ÿ78 ÿ9 8ÿ8   ÿ8ÿ78 ÿ8 6  ÿEF@F@I JKÿÿ
TgMN41WÿeM123ÿopP8N]2QNXÿTgMN41WXÿ\332NQ2]7ÿ7ÿ9 8ÿ8   ÿ_ÿ ÿt ÿ_ÿa76ÿ_ÿ ÿr  ÿ_ÿa76ÿ
ÿÿa76ÿ ÿl7ÿ;ÿEF@GuIF@F@JKÿ
dMQWh833ÿeM123ÿopP8N]2QNXÿv481PQNÿ1NUÿwN2N9QMVQM1P8UXÿRgZ1O8ÿdQgNPiXÿ\332NQ2]7ÿA 8ÿ8   ÿ_ÿ ÿjÿ;ÿ
=ÿ_ÿ=7 ÿ>7 <ÿ_ÿ8ÿ>69 ÿÿr  ÿÿ=8ÿjÿ;ÿEF@F@JKÿ
v1]42NOPQNÿfPM88PÿTM2UO8ÿ\WVMQS8W8NP]Xÿc1V8MS2338Xÿ\332NQ2]7ÿA 8ÿ8   ÿ_ÿ6;6 ÿÿA  ÿ ÿ
`8 ÿ;ÿA ÿaÿ=7 ÿb;ÿEF@F@JKÿÿ
x2Uyx2942O1Nÿx1P8M213]Xÿz8UUQXÿx2942O1N7ÿA 8ÿ8   ÿ ÿÿr6<ÿGH@Iÿ6 ÿÿEF@F@JKÿÿ
TgPP8Mn283UÿdM88[ÿq3QQUÿL338S21P2QNÿZMQ{89PXÿ6294PQNÿZ1M[Xÿ\332NQ2]7ÿA 8ÿ8   ÿ9 ÿÿ??Iÿÿ_ÿÿ_8ÿ
; ÿ8ÿ6`kÿ ÿÿEF@GmJKÿ
q2]948MÿvQQU]ÿqQM8]PÿZM8]8MS8ÿeM123ÿopP8N]2QNXÿRgZ1O8ÿdQgNPiXÿ\332NQ2]7ÿA 8ÿ8   ÿ_ÿ ÿjÿ;ÿ=ÿ_ÿ
=7 ÿ>7 <ÿ_ÿ ÿr  ÿ_ÿÿ67I7ÿÿ9 ÿj ÿA8ÿjÿ;:ÿÿDlCDÿ ÿEF@GmJKÿ
fP7ÿz1W8]ÿq1MWÿqQM8]PÿZM8]8MS8ÿeM123ÿopP8N]2QNXÿRgZ1O8ÿdQgNPiXÿ\332NQ2]KÿA 8ÿ8   ÿ_ÿ ÿjÿ;ÿ=ÿ_ÿ
=7 ÿ>7 <ÿ_ÿ ÿr  ÿ_ÿÿ67I7ÿÿ ÿ ÿ7ÿ8 ÿ_ÿkÿb8ÿ9 ÿ ÿKÿ|6 ÿj6ÿjÿ;ÿ
EF@GmJKÿÿ
cQMP4ÿLgMQM1ÿ6Q1Uÿv2U8N2NOÿZMQ{89PXÿc1V8MS2338Xÿ\332NQ2]7ÿA 8ÿ8   ÿ8ÿ 6  ÿ_ÿ><ÿ_ÿl ;ÿ8ÿ
 7 ÿ8ÿ98 ÿ_ÿlÿC7ÿb8ÿ` 9 ÿj  ÿb8ÿ8ÿj9<ÿ=;ÿEF@GGIF@GmJKÿ
d42VV8h1ÿf1NU]ÿdQWV1NiXÿT3QQW8MXÿd42VV8h1ÿdQgNPiXÿv2]9QN]2NKÿA 8ÿ8   ÿ_ÿÿ87ÿ6 ÿÿ ÿÿ
G:G@@IÿÿEF@GuJKÿ
01NNQNÿfPQN8ÿZMQUg9P]Xÿ01NNQNÿ1NUÿx8NQWQN88ÿq133]Xÿv2]9QN]2N7ÿA 8ÿ8   ÿ_ÿÿ;ÿ ÿÿ ÿÿ
r6<ÿ5GIÿÿEF@GuJKÿ
R8]ÿZ312N8]ÿ62S8MÿeM123ÿopP8N]2QNÿQS8MÿP48ÿwN2QNÿZ192n29ÿ6123MQ1UXÿR8]ÿZ312N8]Xÿ\332NQ2]7ÿA 8ÿ8   :ÿ ÿ7;<:ÿ8ÿ
_ÿ7;<ÿ_ÿ ÿjÿ;ÿ_ÿ>kÿ>7 <ÿ8ÿ ÿ_ÿ ÿ= ÿ ÿb;ÿÿ;ÿ ÿs  ÿ_ÿ
b8ÿ9 ÿ} 6k ÿ ÿjÿ;ÿ8ÿ>ÿA8:ÿDlCDÿ ÿEF@GuJKÿ
\332NQ2]ÿeQ33h1iÿ\NP8M]P1P8ÿ~~ÿ\WVMQS8W8NP]Xÿd8NPM13ÿ\332NQ2]7ÿA 8ÿ8   ÿ8ÿ  ÿ?@?ÿ 6  ÿE>ÿ8ÿbkÿ
D8ÿ=Jÿ_ÿ6;6 ÿÿÿ?@I6 ÿ6 ÿ_ÿDÿuuÿEF@GJKÿ
d1MQ3ÿfPM81WÿfQgP481]PÿT2[8ÿZ1P4ÿZMQ{89PXÿd1MQ3ÿfPM81WXÿ\332NQ2]7ÿA 8ÿ8   ÿ_ÿ ÿt ÿ_ÿ>ÿ6ÿ8ÿ
 7 ÿ8ÿ 7 ÿ_ÿÿ67I7ÿ̀kÿÿÿÿ_ÿ ÿ>ÿ6ÿ7 ÿakÿÿÿEF@GJKÿÿ
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ÿ63327829ÿ:833;1<ÿ67=8>9=1=8ÿ?@Aÿ6BC>8D8B87=9EÿF88GÿF8H7=<Eÿ633278297ÿI JÿJ ÿKÿLML

ÿÿÿNOPL ÿ
L ÿKÿQÿOR5ÿSOTNUVWÿ
XH87=27ÿ681YÿZ2Y8727[ÿ\>8]89=EÿF88GÿF8H7=<Eÿ633278297ÿ^ÿ_ M L ÿ̀ JÿKÿJÿaJ ÿÿbÿ
 MÿKÿMWÿI JÿJ   ÿJÿ ÿbMcÿKÿ ÿ b ÿJÿaJ ÿKÿdb  ÿeJÿf a ÿ
gb J ÿeJÿJÿ`hÿihÿeJWÿ ÿbMcÿ JbJÿa ÿihÿib cÿjÿMÿgkÿiLÿe f ÿJÿg ÿ
lMÿjÿMWÿ^ J JÿhJ ÿL  ÿJÿJ Jÿb JaÿbMcÿSOTNmP VWÿÿ
Z23987ÿ681Yÿ17Yÿn2CC8>927Gÿ681Yÿ67=8>989=287ÿ6BC>8D8B87=9Eÿ01G8ÿF8H7=<Eÿ633278297ÿ_ M L ÿ` JÿKÿLML ÿ
Wÿi JbJÿLbÿa JÿJ   kÿbJ ÿJ L  kÿÿ ÿK  JÿJÿbMckÿJÿo ^i_ÿ
 ÿ5T5ÿ L  ÿKÿ`hÿib cÿgM ÿKÿ ÿSOTNTPOTNpVWÿÿ
q8>1278ÿr2339ÿs=1=8ÿ\1>GEÿt>17Yÿ63327829ÿ:>123Eÿq9r87><ÿF8H7=<Eÿ633278297ÿI JÿJ   kÿ  ÿ5T5ÿ L  kÿJÿ
 ÿKÿÿa JÿL  ÿÿKÿ ÿlJÿQÿÿPÿ ÿuÿu c`hÿ L ÿ ÿuÿÿhÿ
_ ÿÿeMÿeJÿÿlaJÿ`hÿuÿbfJM ÿu cÿib cÿKÿ ÿQÿg L ÿKÿvbÿe bÿSOTNwÿxÿ
OTNmVWÿ
F4H>94233ÿZ88Yÿy8>89=ÿ\>898>D8ÿz1Bÿ68B8D13EÿzH\1[8ÿF8H7=<Eÿ633278297ÿiLJÿa JÿJ   ÿKÿMÿOTTÿÿ
a ÿibÿIJÿjÿMÿKÿ ÿgb ÿib cÿLaÿ L ÿgM ÿJÿ ÿjÿMÿgÿ
Kÿgb ÿib cÿKÿLMÿKÿ ÿibÿIJÿgLÿSOTTRVWÿ
{F|0|t6F}0ÿ6ss~{sÿ
81H287ÿZ88Y9ÿy8>89=ÿ\>898>D8ÿr12=1=ÿ}99899B87=EÿF4291[8Eÿ633278297ÿufÿL ÿLJÿ ÿÿwOPÿ cÿ
JÿbÿKÿNw5 ÿ kÿÿKÿbÿcJÿ^M b kÿJÿa ÿKÿ bf ÿIJÿjÿMÿSOTNRVWÿÿ
Z89=ÿ>1794ÿzH\1[8ÿ62D8>ÿ:>123ÿ\>8]89=Eÿn1C8>D2338Eÿ63327829Wÿ L ÿKÿP b ÿ J ÿKÿa JÿJÿbJÿ
fbKKÿJÿaÿ L ÿ5ÿKÿ ÿI ÿÿgb ÿeMÿÿÿJÿKK ÿ^M b ÿMÿI ÿÿgb ÿ
eMÿKÿ ÿicÿKÿv MWÿ^ bÿ ÿKÿ KLÿJJÿJÿaÿ ÿ L ÿf JÿKÿÿÿ
SOTN5POTNVWÿÿ
63327829ÿ:833;1<Eÿs=1=8;2Y8ÿ681Y92Y8ÿ8[8=1=287ÿq127=871798ÿq17H13Eÿ633278297ÿgKJÿaJ ÿeJJ ÿ   ÿ
  ÿbÿKÿ ÿQÿacÿÿMJ ÿfÿ ÿbÿKÿb fÿJJ ÿLÿJÿbJÿKÿÿ
L  ÿJÿL L ÿKÿM  ÿa ÿ ÿÿPKPacWÿÿLbÿÿ J JÿÿLÿ M L cÿ
b Jÿ kÿ ÿfÿ ÿacÿ cÿa ÿKfkÿJÿbÿMÿÿJÿÿ  ÿaJ ÿSOTNpVWÿ
>29Y131ÿ1G1ÿ689=ÿ}>81Eÿr87><ÿF8H7=<Eÿ633278297ÿi JbJÿÿa Jÿbf ÿKfcÿbJcÿKÿ ÿJÿhÿe ÿ^ÿ
JÿKKÿQÿU5ÿKÿQgÿSOTN5VWÿ
2[ÿq1>94ÿr12=1=ÿ}99899B87=9EÿF4291[8Eÿ633278297ÿi JbJÿM MÿbMcÿKÿ ÿJÿL J ÿJÿ ÿÿ
ÿÿJÿf a ÿ ÿNNTTTÿJÿNNpTTÿfhÿKÿbÿ cÿQJÿ^M b ÿÿ ÿbÿg  ÿLLb cÿKÿiWÿÿ
b Jÿ ÿLL J JÿL cÿM  ÿL L ÿJÿL  ÿcÿKÿÿÿ ÿ b  ÿaÿ ÿ
ÿÿÿ¡ÿ¢ÿÿKÿfcÿ ÿicÿKÿiÿSOTNTÿ£ÿOTNNVWÿÿ
r1BC942>8ÿZ19=8¤Z1=8>ÿ:>81=B87=ÿ\317=Eÿr1BC942>8Eÿ633278297ÿLÿbMcÿ ÿOWmÿL ÿKÿuLÿi hWÿQJ K ÿ
Kÿ¥bÿfkÿL ÿKÿfÿLLb  ÿJÿfkÿJÿaÿ¥bcÿcÿSOTTRVWÿÿÿ
q823ÿ|23Eÿ689=8>1=287ÿ|D8>92[4=EÿZ233ÿF8H7=<Eÿ633278297ÿMÿKÿ ÿahÿ ÿÿ5TPÿÿ  ÿKbÿKJ cÿ
 JÿJÿ J Jÿ  ÿJ ÿÿ J a ÿv ÿÿ ÿKÿfÿÿSOTTpÿ£ÿOTTUVWÿÿ
1983278ÿq1BB13ÿs=HY<Eÿ178ÿF8H7=<Eÿ633278297ÿ ÿb ÿbJcÿ JbJÿKÿLÿLLLÿ  ÿKÿ ÿjÿ
MÿgÿKÿ ÿib cWÿe ÿL JÿbJ Jÿ LÿMÿÿJÿKÿÿSOTTRVWÿ
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@332AB2Cÿ6BDE8ÿFGÿ@HIJBK8H8AECLÿ?BBMÿ?BDAENLÿ@332AB2C7ÿOPQÿRÿ ÿRS Qÿ Sÿÿ ÿR  SÿSÿ
TSÿRÿUVWÿXYZ[\]^ÿÿ
_1Eÿ68C81J94Lÿ̀BJ8CEÿ>J8C8JK8ÿ;2CEJ29EÿBaÿb233ÿ?BDAEN7ÿcSÿ ÿdÿPÿVÿRÿe ÿfO QÿgÿT ÿ  ÿRÿ
hÿÿPOÿO QÿRSÿPÿRÿÿOÿXYZ[5iYZ[j]^ÿ
?1C8Nÿ6B1kÿ@HIJBK8H8AEÿ>JBl89ELÿ01M8ÿ?BDAENLÿ@332AB2C7ÿf SOSÿOPQÿRÿ ÿÿ ÿR  SÿSÿRÿ ÿmnÿ
fO QÿVWÿXYZ[j]^ÿ
U332AB2Cÿ6B33o1Nÿ@AE8JCE1E8ÿGpqÿ@HIJBK8H8AECLÿ01M8ÿ?BDAENLÿ@332AB2C7ÿSÿÿ Sÿ  ÿTÿhÿgÿ
ÿ ÿUiYrsÿÿOhÿSÿhÿXYZZjÿtÿYZZu]^ÿÿ
?8AE8Jÿ>B2AEÿ>JBI8JE28CLÿ?J8E8ÿ@AE8JHBk13ÿ`19232ENLÿ?J8E8Lÿ@332AB2C7ÿOPQÿRÿÿ Sÿvwxyz{|}~ÿnÿSÿÿ
S SÿÿTOÿ ÿÿ[ZZiÿSÿ ÿOTÿf nÿhOQÿUÿXYZZu]^ÿ
:1EDJ13ÿ<1Cÿ>2I832A8ÿ@HIJBK8H8AECLÿ:29BJÿ<1CLÿ01M8ÿ?BDAENLÿ@332AB2C7ÿOPQÿPÿÿ[Ziÿg SÿRÿ ÿÿ Sÿ
S ÿOÿRÿ  ÿT  ÿgnÿXYZZ5ÿtÿYZZj]^ÿ
6688ÿ=68=ÿ
2331 8ÿBaÿ1Mÿ01oAÿ68 2BA13ÿb1E8Jÿ=NCE8Hÿ@HIJBK8H8AEÿ>JBl89ELÿ?BBMÿ?BDAENLÿ@332AB2C7ÿ ÿOPQÿRÿgÿT ÿ
TPT ÿSÿTOiOÿÿ O ÿS  ÿgÿdÿPÿRÿfnÿfO QÿRÿTÿÿRÿOÿ
 ÿPOÿRÿPÿ  ÿÿg ÿÿS  ÿgÿ ÿUÿV T ÿRÿOÿ OÿXUV]ÿRÿ ÿ
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David P. Ruetz
Senior Assistant General Counsel/Senior Environmental Scientist
Education

Summary of Experience

A.A.S., Environmental Health Technology,
Milwaukee Area Technical College, 1981

Mr. Ruetz has over 30 years of environmental experience in a variety of fields, including
work as an environmental attorney, the President of an environmental consulting‐
engineering firm, an Administrative Director of a Governor‐appointed Advisory
Council, an environmental scientist, and an aquatic biologist.

B.A., Biology, University of Wisconsin‐
Milwaukee, 1982
Juris Doctor, University of Montana School
of Law, 1990
M.S., Environmental Studies, University of
Montana, 1992

Areas of Specialization










Environmental Due Diligence/Site
Assessment
Regulatory Compliance Auditing
Surface Water Quality Assessment
Stream and Fishery Habitat
Assessment and Rehabilitation
FIFRA Compliance
Stormwater/Wastewater Monitoring
and Permitting
Medical Waste Compliance
Superfund Litigation Support
Asbestos Litigation Support

During his employment with GZA, Mr. Ruetz has performed numerous Phase I
Environmental Site Assessments (ESAs), environmental and United States Department
of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulatory
compliance audits, remedial Investigations of petroleum and chlorinated solvent‐
contaminated sites, wetland delineations, and water permitting projects. Mr. Ruetz
has also been a member of GZA’s Litigation Support Team, which specializes in
providing expert witness support and report preparation in asbestos toxicology cases
and has assisted in the preparation of over 300 asbestos litigation expert reports.

Relevant Project Experience
Environmental Regulatory Compliance Surveys, Multiple Properties in Wisconsin,
Michigan, Illinois, and Ohio. Managed a project team to conduct environmental
regulatory compliance project for 16 boat marina properties throughout the Upper
Midwest. The marina sites included 100 or more boat slips and also included boat
warehousing, and boat sales and maintenance facilities. Regulatory compliance areas
covered in the audit included Clean Water Act (CWA) stormwater and wastewater
permitting, Resource, Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) hazardous and universal
waste compliance, aboveground and underground storage tank (AST and UST,
respectively) compliance and Emergency Planning Community Right‐to Know Act
(EPCRA) compliance.
Phase I ESA/Environmental Regulatory Compliance Audit, Lake Delton, Wisconsin.
Managed a project team to conduct Phase I ESA and environmental regulatory
compliance project for a commercial client of the largest water park in the United
States. The site encompassed 100+ acres and also included employee housing and
maintenance facilities in addition to the waterpark grounds. Regulatory compliance
areas covered in the audit included Clean Air Act (CAA) permitting, CWA stormwater
and wastewater permitting, Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA) compliance, and
RCRA hazardous and universal waste compliance.
Phase I ESA, Restaurant Properties in Wisconsin, Illinois, and Indiana. Managed a
project team to conduct environmental due diligence for commercial client at 25
properties in Wisconsin, Illinois, and Indiana that contained national‐based franchise
chain restaurant sites as part of a large real estate acquisition.
Environmental Regulatory Compliance Audit, Borax Mine, Death Valley, California.
Managed a project team to conduct environmental regulatory compliance audit for a
mining client for one of the largest open pit mines in North America. Regulatory
compliance areas covered in the audit included CAA permitting, CWA stormwater and
wastewater permitting, TSCA compliance, and RCRA hazardous and universal waste
compliance, including an assessment of Bevill Amendment hazardous waste
exemptions applicable to the waste streams of the mine operation.
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Environmental Regulatory Compliance Audit, Mining Facilities in Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois, and Indiana. Managed a
project team to conduct environmental regulatory compliance audits for a mining company client as part of an acquisition of 20+
sand mining facilities in the Upper Midwest. Regulatory compliance areas covered in the audit included CAA permitting, CWA
stormwater and wastewater permitting and RCRA hazardous and universal waste compliance.
Phase I ESA, 2,000+ Acre Property, Wisconsin. Performed a Phase I ESA of a 2,000+ acre, undeveloped parcel in north‐central
Wisconsin for a lending client as part of the formation of a legal trust. The Phase I ESA was conducted pursuant to the American
Society for Testing and Materials’ (ASTM) Phase I Standard Practice for ESAs of Forest and Rural Land (E2247‐08).
Wetland Delineation, 1,000+ Acre Property, Juneau County, Wisconsin. Managed a project team of six wetland delineators and
also conducted wetland delineation of a 1,000+ acre property in north‐central Wisconsin to be developed as a sand mine. The
property included 200+ acres of wetlands. Also prepared wetland delineation and compensatory mitigation reports associated with
the site and U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources’ (WDNR) CWA Section 404
joint permit application.
Toxicology Litigation Support Reports for Asbestos Lawsuits. Prepared 300+ toxicological litigation reports for attorneys in
asbestos‐related lawsuits that involve a review of litigation documents regarding the life history of a plaintiff and the preparation of
an asbestos dose reconstruction that provides a maximal hypothetical worst‐case dose of asbestos associated with a variety of
asbestos‐containing products (joint compounds, brakes, roofing materials, etc.).
Phase I ESA/Environmental Regulatory Compliance Audit/Chemical Inventory, Baraboo, Wisconsin. Managed a project team
to perform a Phase I ESA, environmental regulatory compliance audit, and a chemical inventory of a rocket propulsion testing
facility in central Wisconsin. Regulatory compliance areas covered in the audit include CAA permitting, CWA stormwater and
wastewater permitting, and RCRA hazardous and universal waste compliance.
Wetland Delineation, Assisted Living Center, Appleton, Wisconsin. Managed a project team of wetland delineators and also
conducted wetland delineation of a 30+ acre property in east‐central Wisconsin to be developed as an assisted living center facility.
The property included over 5+ acres of wetlands. Met with the WDNR on behalf of the client and negotiated the design of the
assisted living facility site features to avoid impacts to the wetlands and eliminated the need for a Section 404 permit.
Wetland Delineation/Endangered Species Act Review, Mining Client, Ottawa, Illinois. Managed a project team of wetland
delineators and also conducted wetland delineation of a 70+ acre property in north‐central Illinois to be developed as a sand mine.
The site included potential habitat for the Indiana Bat, a threatened species under the Endangered Species Act, so he conducted a
review of the site for the presence of this species.
Water Permitting of Aggregate Quarry Wash Ponds, Mining Client, Wisconsin. Prepared a detailed state/federal water permit
application on behalf of a mining client for wash ponds for aggregate product for a site in Wisconsin. The permit application
included a review of wetlands in the vicinity of the ponds, presence of endangered species and cultural resources, and applicable
setback distances from protected resources.

Experience Prior to GZA
As an attorney, Mr. Ruetz has represented corporate, commercial, and industrial clients regarding environmental due diligence and
risk assessment in mergers, acquisitions, and real estate transactions. He has also represented commercial, industrial, health care,
and banking clients in matters involving Superfund (CERCLA), the CWA, the CAA, RCRA hazardous waste including the Bevill
Amendment, medical waste, wetlands, and water law. He has extensive experience in all aspects of Superfund litigation,
negotiation, and regulatory review. Mr. Ruetz has also represented industrial, commercial, and banking clients in environmental
matters involving the TSCA and the OSHA Act. He has also been involved in litigation and has presented oral arguments in cases
held in both State and U.S. Federal District courts.
While employed at a previous environmental firm, he served as its President. Mr. Ruetz was responsible for the administrative,
financial, and technical affairs for a 40+ employee environmental engineering firm with offices in southeastern and northern
Wisconsin that specialized in environmental assessment and remediation of contaminated sites.
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During his employment with a state Department of Natural Resources, he was an Administrative Director of the Rock Creek
Advisory Council, a Governor‐appointed Advisory Council that consisted of the Secretaries of several State agencies. Mr. Ruetz
produced the Annual Report for the Advisory Council and also managed the administrative affairs. He also implemented a resource
inventory program for the Advisory Council to prioritize critical wildlife habitat as part its conservation easement program.
As an environmental scientist, Mr. Ruetz has experience in managing field staff and the technical services of an environmental
consulting firm/laboratory. He also conducted groundwater and hazardous waste monitoring of landfill sites and industrial
wastewater discharges for industrial clients.
As an aquatic biologist, Mr. Ruetz has conducted numerous fishery and macroinvertebrate surveys, stream and lake fishery
population surveys, and habitat rehabilitation projects, in addition to many surface and groundwater quality assessments. He has
also conducted stream channel morphology and stream surface water hydrologic studies, including sediment impact assessments
associated with developed areas, particularly due to mining and logging.
He also implemented a fishery/hydrology evaluation program (“substrate embeddedness”) used as a prototype by the U.S. Forest
Service (USFS), as well as monitored the impact of a large BPA powerline corridor construction project on National Forest
watersheds and fisheries. Further, Mr. Ruetz has also conducted wetland delineation and habitat assessment surveys for
commercial and industrial properties.

Seminars
Mr. Ruetz has presented numerous seminars and presentations for the legal community and industrial trade associations, and for various training
sessions and workshops. He is particularly sought out as a speaker regarding environmental due diligence, water and wetland regulations, and
environmental compliance.
February 2019. “An Update Regarding the Waters of the US Rule,” National Stone, Sand and Gravel Association (NSSGA) Annual Meeting,
Indianapolis, IN.
February 2019. “EH&S Compliance Assessments,” Caterpillar Corporate EH&S Dept., Peoria, IL
April 2018. “EPA Compliance Update,” American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE), Milwaukee, WI.
April 2018. “An Update Regarding the Waters of the US Rule and Recent Developments in Wisconsin Water Law,” Milwaukee Bar Association
(MBA), Milwaukee, WI.
October 2017. “Environmental Regulations for Real Estate Attorneys,” Milwaukee Bar Association (MBA), Milwaukee, WI.
September 2017. “Environmental Regulations for In‐House Corporate Counsel,” Association of Corporate Counsel (ACE), Milwaukee, WI.
March 2017. “EPA Compliance Update,” American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE), Milwaukee, WI.
November 2016. “A Primer for Attorneys on Issues Associated with Wetland Regulations and Assessment, and the WDNR’s Guidance Regarding
Review of Wetlands on Dormant Development Sites,” Milwaukee Bar Association, Milwaukee, WI.
October 2016. “EPA Compliance Update,” American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE), Milwaukee, WI.
October 2016. “Environmental Liabilities in Real Estate Transactions: After the Deal is Done,” Association of Corporate Counsel (ACC) Annual
Meeting, San Francisco, CA.
June 2016. “A Brownfields Primer: Federal and Wisconsin Law Update,” State Bar of Wisconsin Annual Meeting, Green Bay, WI.
September 2016. “ASTM’s Standard Practice for Phase I ESAs,” State Bar of Wisconsin Annual Environmental Law Update, Madison, WI.
December 2014. “Environmental Liabilities in Real Estate Transactions,” National Business Institute Training, Milwaukee, WI.
October 2014. “EPA Compliance Update,” American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE), Milwaukee, WI.
July 2014. “Conducting Phase I ESAs,” Certified Hazardous Materials Training, Federation of Environmental Technologists, Racine, WI.
May 2014. “USEPA’s and USACE’s Proposed Rule on Identifying Waters Protected by the Clean Water Act,” Milwaukee Bar Association,
Milwaukee, WI.
April 2014. “Overview of Wisconsin Water Law Issues,” Lorman Training Workshop, Madison, WI.
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October 2013. “EPA Compliance Update,” American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE) Milwaukee, WI.
September 2013. “Environmental Regulations for Architects, Engineers and Contractors,” (National Business Institute Training, Pewaukee, WI.
July 2013. “Phase I ESAs,” Certified Hazardous Materials Training, Federation of Environmental Technologists, Pewaukee, WI.
May 2013. “Proposed Changes to the ASTM “Standard Practice for Phase I Environmental Site Assessments” (E1527‐13),” Milwaukee Bar
Association, Milwaukee, WI.
March 2013. “The Endangered Species Act: An Overview,” National Stone, Sand and Gravel Association (NSSGA) Annual Meeting, San Antonio,
TX.
March 2013. “The Bevill Amendment Exclusion to RCRA,” Industrial Minerals Association (IMA) Technology Workshop, Ft. Lauderdale, FL.
February 2013. “Environmental Permitting and Impacts on Construction,” Association of General Contractors (AGC), Milwaukee, WI.
October 2012. “Conducting Phase I ESAs and Compliance Audits,” American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE) Milwaukee, WI.
October 2012. “EPA Compliance Update,” American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE), Milwaukee, WI.
September 2012. “Conducting Phase I ESAs and Compliance Audits,” Certified Hazardous Materials Training, Federation of Environmental
Technologists, Milwaukee, WI.
March 2012. “Understanding Wetland Issues: A Primer on Issues Associated with Wetland Regulation, Assessment and Agency Enforcement,”
U.S. Silica Environmental Manager Training, Orlando, FL.
January 2012. “Practical Tips for Handling Environmental Issues When Working with Consultants and Expert Witnesses,” Milwaukee Bar
Association.
October 2011. “EPA Compliance Update,” American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE), Milwaukee, WI.
June 2011. “The USEPA’s and USACE’s Draft Guidance on Identifying Waters Protected by the Clean Water Act,” Milwaukee Bar Association,
Milwaukee, WI.
May 2011. “Stormwater and Runoff Regulations: Practical Tips for Stormwater Compliance,” National Business Institute Teleconference,
Milwaukee, WI.
March 2011. “Do’s and Don’ts for In‐House and Outside Counsel in Commissioning Phase I and Phase II ESAs and Compliance Audits on Behalf of
Aggregate‐Based Clients,” National Stone, Sand and Gravel Association (NSSGA) Legal Symposium, Las Vegas, NV.
September 2010. “ASTM’s Standard Guide for Vapor Encroachment Screening on Property Involved in Real Estate Transactions” (E2600‐10),
Milwaukee Bar Association, Milwaukee, WI.
March 2010. “EPA’s Stormwater Enforcement Initiative/Practical Tips for Stormwater Compliance,” Industrial Minerals Association (IMA) Annual
Meeting, Ft. Lauderdale, FL.
February 2010. “Understanding Wetland Issues: A Primer for Attorneys on Issues Associated with Wetland Regulation, Assessment and Agency
Enforcement,” Milwaukee Bar Association, Milwaukee, WI.
February 2010. “Understanding Wetland Issues: A Primer for Attorneys on Issues Associated with Wetland Regulation,
Assessment and Agency Enforcement,” National Stone, Sand and Gravel Association (NSSGA) Legal Symposium, Cincinnati, OH.
February 2010. “Do’s and Don’ts for Conducting Phase I ESAs and Compliance Audits at Aggregate Facilities,” National Stone, Sand and Gravel
Association (NSSGA) Legal Symposium, Las Vegas, NV.
March 2009. “Wetlands and Waters of the U.S.,” National Stone, Sand and Gravel Association (NSSGA) Annual Meeting, Orlando, FL.
March 2009. “What Attorneys Need to Know When Working with Environmental Consultants: How to Make Your Clients’ Environmental Projects
More Effective and Efficient,” National Stone, Sand and Gravel Association (NSSGA) Legal Symposium, Orlando, FL.
September 2008. “ASTM’s Standard Practice for Assessment of Vapor Intrusion into Structure on Property Involved in real Estate Transactions
(E2600‐08),” Milwaukee Bar Association, Milwaukee, WI.
August 2008. “What Attorneys Need to Know When Working with Environmental Consultants: How to Make Your Client’s Environmental Projects
More Effective and Efficient,” Godfrey and Liebsle, S.C., Elkhorn, WI.
October 2007. “Wisconsin Environmental Law Primer for Real Estate Professionals,” Milwaukee, WI.
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Affiliations/Memberships







Member, Federal District Court of Eastern District of Wisconsin Bar Association, Federal District Court of Western District of
Michigan Bar Association and State of Wisconsin, Washington State and Milwaukee Bar Associations
Chairman, Milwaukee Bar Association Environmental Law Section, 2003 to present
Board Member and current Board Secretary of the State Bar of Wisconsin Environmental Law Section, 2015 to present
Member, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources Lender Liability Technical Advisory Committee, 2015 to 2018
Member, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources Water Body Use Designation Technical Advisory Board
Member, Federation of Environmental Technologists
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Heidi Woelfel, P.G.
Project Manager
Education

Summary of Experience

B.S., Geology and Geophysics, University
of Wisconsin ‐ Madison, 1997

Ms. Woelfel has extensive experience overseeing and conducting Phase I
Environmental Site Assessments (ESAs), site investigations, vapor investigations, data
reductions and statistical evaluations, remedial activities, sediment evaluations, and
project management for various redevelopment and remedial projects for industrial,
commercial, institutional, transportation, and private clients. She has provided
geological review of subsurface investigations across the country utilizing various
boring and drilling technologies. Ms. Woelfel is able to provide an in‐depth review of
vapor, soil, and groundwater data in support of regulatory reporting and
communications. She also has project management experience and training to
manage a variety of environmental and remedial projects from inception to
completion. She has also provided support to litigation matters and risk transfer
projects. She has provided input to regulatory agencies for ongoing projects and
interacted and developed client relationships. Ms. Woelfel has conducted oversight of
per‐ and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) sampling and evaluation for current and
former industrial and commercial facilities. Ms. Woelfel has also worked in the
southeastern United States providing environmental oversight to the chemical, oil, and
gas industries.

Registrations
Professional Geologist – Texas, #4650

Areas of Specialization








Site Investigation
Due Diligence
Environmental Compliance
Groundwater Assessments
Remedial Assessments
Regulatory Communications
Project Management

Relevant Project Experience
Project Manager, PFAS Assessments, Various Sites. Ms. Woelfel has worked with
clients to meet regulatory requests for PFAS sampling based on site history and not
regulator perceived activities. She was worked with developers and site owners to
evaluate groundwater and soil conditions for various sites for PFAS; conducting the
sampling to reduce any cross‐contamination or false positives.
Project Geologist, Phase I Assessments, Various Sites, Wisconsin. Ms. Woelfel has
conducted Phase I ESAs at industrial, commercial, and residential sites in Wisconsin in
support of real estate transfers and refinancing. She has also conducted Phase I ESAs
for numerous City of Milwaukee sites identified for redevelopment. The Sites assessed
include chemical facilities, manufacturing facilities, historic and active dry cleaner
facilities, multi‐tent residential buildings, and commercial buildings, as well as linear
project area assessments. Ms. Woelfel also reviewed environmental compliance
reports for a number of the sites to determine if environmental compliance reporting
was required. Ms. Woelfel has also provided historical research for various Phase I
ESAs, including reviewing Sanborn Maps, city directories, aerial photographs, and
municipal building records.
Project Manager/Geologist, Vapor Assessments, Various Sites, Wisconsin. Ms.
Woelfel has conducted various vapor assessments for a variety of project investigations
for petroleum, chlorinated, methane, historic landfills, and coal tar facilities. The
assessments include the investigation of soil gas, off‐gassing from groundwater, sub‐
slab vapor sampling, and public sewer vapor assessments. Ms. Woelfel has reviewed
the vapor data and has worked with GZA staff to identify source areas and appropriate
remedial options to break the vapor migration pathway into overlying structures.
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Project Manager/Geologist, Chlorinated Solvent Site Assessment, Various Sites, Wisconsin. Ms. Woelfel has managed site
investigations, data reductions, vapor assessments, and statistical evaluations of sites impacted with chlorinated solvents for
industrial, real estate, dry cleaners, and historical due diligence projects. Ms. Woelfel has also provided expertise on the remedial
remedy approaches for each individual site, considering stakeholder concerns and site‐specific conditions. She has also worked
with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) on site‐specific needs to ensure regulatory closure. Remedies have
included reductive dechlorination, soil excavation, and in‐situ chemical oxidation.
Project Manager/Geologist, Petroleum Site Assessment, Various Sites, Wisconsin. Ms. Woelfel has conducted geological
oversight in the drilling and sampling activities at numerous sites around Milwaukee to assess historic uses and spills in support of
redevelopment. Ms. Woelfel has conducted site investigation at 3500 West Burleigh Street in Milwaukee with drilling and
groundwater studies and most recently with regulatory closure documentation. Ms. Woelfel has also conducted work at various
City of Milwaukee sites located along Fond du Lac Avenue, which have included ground penetrating radar (GPR) to locate
underground storage tanks (USTs).
Project/Manager Geologist, Fill Material Assessment and Historic Landfill Evaluations, Various Sites, Wisconsin. Ms. Woelfel
has managed and provided oversight for numerous projects with historic fill material or unlicensed landfills throughout the City of
Milwaukee and the State of Wisconsin. She has conducted drilling and soil sampling activities to determine the extent and degree
of impaired fill material. Ms. Woelfel has also worked with the WDNR to obtain exemptions for building on historic fill and for low
hazard waste exemptions. Ms. Woelfel has worked on City of Milwaukee historic fill material sites on South 6th Street, Fond du Lac
Avenue, and North Avenue properties.
Project Manager, Brownfield Redevelopment, Appleton, Wisconsin. Ms. Woelfel has worked to assist a major Brownfield
redevelopment of a former paper mill and drilling fluid additives facility in Appleton, Wisconsin. She has assisted the developer and
stakeholder navigate WDNR’s Voluntary Party Liability Exemption (VPLE) program in order to obtain a Certificate of Completion.
Ms. Woelfel conducted data reviews of soil lithologies, groundwater conditions, and analytical reports to determine the degree and
extent of contamination at the site to assist with how the final development could be used as part of the remediation and barrier.
Ms. Woelfel has worked closely with the developer to assist in the financial lender requirements for each phase of the
redevelopment.

Experience Prior to GZA
Phase I Assessor. Ms. Woelfel has conducted Phase I ESAs, as well as desktop reviews of Phase Is for both individual sites and
project portfolios. She has conducted historic research for the sites and has communicated with regulatory and municipal
authorities in order to gather additional site data pertinent to the assessments. Her review of Phase I portfolios were utilized by
clients in the real estate transactions for multi‐state investments and divestitures.
Project Manager, Petroleum Storage Facility Litigation, Green Bay, Wisconsin. Ms. Woelfel provided oversight for site
investigation of a petroleum litigation project for soil and groundwater delineation. Data was also collected on the location,
thickness, and make‐up of free phase petroleum. Ms. Woelfel worked with petroleum experts to determine the mobility and
viscosity of the free phase with respect to on‐ and off‐site migration. Ms. Woelfel also conducted vapor monitoring in support of
the litigation, as well as provided expert witness deposition. Site delineation and vapor monitoring were used to provide evidence
of on‐site migration from a neighboring petroleum storage facility.
Project Manager, Various Sites, Class I and Shortline Railroads, Wisconsin, Illinois, and Michigan. Ms. Woelfel has worked with
Class I and Shortline rail clients to assess environmental issues with former leased facilities and existing operational yards. Ms.
Woelfel has also provided environmental assessment and management to rail equipment repair and maintenance yards. She has
conducted drilling and sampling oversight in support of regulatory investigations and closure requests for sites impacted with
various degrees of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), metals, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) that have migrated
off‐site.
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Heidi Woelfel, P.G.
Project Manager
Environmental Compliance, Kohl’s Corporation, Various U.S. Locations. Ms. Woelfel worked as an in‐house consultant at Kohl’s
Corporation’s (Kohl’s) corporate office to provide waste management for its stores and distribution centers throughout the United
States. She worked with responsible units and counties for the quarterly reporting of recycled wastes for the stores. She also
provided Kohl’s with recommendations of the reporting and permitting requirements for new and existing stores. Ms. Woelfel
assisted in the preparation of informational posters presenting guidelines on the disposal of various universal, hazardous, and solid
waste streams, which were sent to each facility.
Project Manager, Koch Industries, Wisconsin, Kansas, and Illinois. Ms. Woelfel provided project management and geological
expertise for the divestiture of former Koch coal sites in the upper Midwest. Ms. Woelfel performed reviews of existing and
potential environmental impacts, both on‐ and off‐site, of the facilities and identified ongoing obligations and liabilities for the
sites.
Project Manager, Subsurface Investigations, Various Clients. Ms. Woelfel has conducted soil, groundwater, and vapor
investigations for rail clients, institutional clients, telecommunication clients, industrial client, oil and gas clients, and real estate
clients. She has overseen and managed investigations of petroleum impacts, chlorinated solvent impacts, and metals, PAH, and
semi‐VOC (SVOC) impacts. Ms. Woelfel has worked with clients with portfolios of projects across the country and has worked with
numerous regulators in support of site investigations and remediations.
Project Manager, Brownfield Redevelopments, Wisconsin. Ms. Woelfel has worked with developers on Brownfield sites to
redevelop the sites for mixed‐used end design. She has provided oversight for subsurface investigations for metals, petroleum, and
PAH impacts under WDNR’s VPLE program. Ms. Woelfel has also provided data reduction and reporting in support of a site‐
specific remedial plan and capping, which incorporated the final site use. Following the VPLE closure, Ms. Woelfel worked with the
developer and construction crews to ensure the soil management for each phase of the development was followed, as well as
providing construction documentation. Ms. Woelfel has also provided geological and hydrogeological support for the closure and
redevelopment of a former coal barge offloading facility in Chicago.
Project Manager, Creosote Facility, Texas. Ms. Woelfel provided geological review of site data, including fault lines traversing the
project facility for support of site investigation and remedial objectives. The facility was heavily impacted with creosote in soil and
groundwater with dissolved plume migrating off‐site into a residential area. Ms. Woelfel worked with stakeholders on the site
issues and concerns, as well as the requirements and budgets for achieving site regulatory closure.

Presentations
Woelfel, Heidi and James Drought (April 2011). RiverHeath Brownfield Redevelopment. Wisconsin Ground Water Association (WGWA) Annual
Seminar. Brookfield, Wisconsin.

Additional Training





40‐Hour OSHA Health and Safety Training
40‐Hour Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response (HAZWOPER) Certification
8‐Hour OSHA Hazwoper Supervisor Training
8‐Hour OSHA Refresher

Affiliations



Wisconsin Council on Recycling, Secretary
Parks Commission Member, Richfield, Wisconsin
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